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Enron For Dummies
Understanding the U.S.' Largest Bankruptcy
CoMl'lt.Eu FROM STAIT Rt-:t>ORTS

Staff Column
Jonathan C Sims

Life is Too
Short
fter reading the article,
"Student Anempts Suicide in Tubman Quadrangle," I was brought back to one
tragic period of my life. It was
like yesterday, but actually it was
more like two years ago my freshmen year in Drew Hall when
things were put into perspective.
was gening ready to head out to
my 12:40 class where we were
having a midterm. The clock was
going on 12:38 and the phone
rang. I picked up the phone. and
it wa, my best friend back in
North Carolina on the line.
My friend said ··we need 10
talk" and I responded "Sure, when
I get back from my class, but I
have to go." They resJ)Onded with
a shaky voice ··we need to talk
now·•. J said one last lime ··t have
to go·· and hun~ up the phone.
As I pn>eccdcd to dass all I cFr•
Fromould think about was how
this midterm was going 10 be anJ
,f I failed it my parents would be
,hipping me off to ,ome commuPlet1.te See Life, 86

A

he Houston-based Enron Corpora•
tion bought and sold infrastructure
commodities, such as wholesale
electricity contracts, natural ga.,
pipelines. waste water manngement
and power plants, to wholesale suppliers and
retail customers worldwide.

T

Enron's rise

The Aftermath

By 2000, 1he company had e-wanded its opera•
1ions beyond 1he traditional energy business,
exploring ventures like online trading of energy
and telecommunication commodities. providing
risk-management consulting services and sup•
plying Internet broadbm1d services.
Eventually. the quantity of financial contracts
far outnumbered con1rncts to actually del iver

Thous,u1ds of employees were left unemployed.
Enron had encouraged employee... 10 inve,1 in
company while executives sold personal shares
in the company. Numerous lawsuits are pending.
The company's Enron Political Action Committee has been a leading corpora1e donor to
politic:11causes and candidates. Since the 1990
election C}'Cle, Enron and its employees made
nearly $6 million in comributions. with abou1 7-1
pereent of those donations going to Republicans,
including $290,000 to George \V. Bush in 2000.
Several poliucians are rerurning contribuiions to
Enron or charities for worker left unemployed.
By the time the company wen1 bankrupt in
Dec. 2001, it employed nearly 21.000 people
worldwide, boa.,1ing profits of SIOO billion, and
had projects in India, South
America, Asia and Europe.
Besides jump-starting the sagging ··old economy"' energy markets, Enron formulated a business stra1egy for the ··new economy" by selling
unusual ··products" like protection against bad
wea1her, broadcast slots for advertisers. and units
of Internet bandwidth.
Congres.,ionnl committees are currently holdrng hearing~ and viewing documents to investi•

commcx.liric.\ . pulJing lht' comp,iny jnto <lehr.

,e.o,r fraud

The company, founded in 1985, was considered
a pioneer in the largely uncharted global energy
markets.
By the late 1990s. Enron's reported profits
came from marketing and trading future prices
for energy contrac1s - meaning 1he company
worked 10 guarantee a specific price at which
gas, oil. or clcctricuy could be supplied sometime in the future. Enron made the difference on
the selling and buying price.
Enron·s slar rose in Wall Street due 10 its massive growth and siated profits, with the company
often promising shareholders a 200 percent
return on their invc~lment::,

Enron's Crumble

\Vhen Enron sen·iccs bec.m1c mon.'.' compo:-.ite

and iLs stock climbed, Enron created a ,everul

Board of
Trustees
Chairman to
Stay With
Enron

partnerships that allowed managers to conceal
the debt.
Enron announced a $638 mi llion loss for the
third quarter October 16, 2001. reducing the
value of stockholders· equity by $1.2 billion.
Enron then announced Nov. 8 that it had o,erstaled profits by S586 million over the last four
years and it was responsible for $3 billion in
obligations to several partner.;hip,.

By J E,NIFER CUMM INGS
Hilhop Staff Writer

The Enron building "hich ~it.\ qujtlly in do" 1110\\ll
llottslon used to a pl:tl'C of emplO)m~ll for thousands
"ho \,ere left unemplO)td l'K'C'Ju.\t of lh(' compa1l) •~
bankruJ>IC)'.

-11,e Public Bn adrnsting S_,·.<1em co111rib111ed w
1hi., repon.

Board of lrustees Chairman
Frank Savage will not join the six
Enron Corp. executives who
resigned Tueway from the collapsed energy trader's board of
directors.
Savage, 63, head of Savage
Holdings. is one of eight members expected to remain on board
in wake of stark cri1icism from
labor groups and Congress.
The resignations follow Kenneth L. Lay's, former CEO of
Enron. use of Fifth Amendment
protection from self-incrimina1ion when he appeared before a
Congressional commincc Tuesday. Lay also served on Howard's
board of trustees until he
resigned Jan. 3 L
A flurry of speculation has surrounded SavaJ!e. :t member of
Enron·, board 01 ulrcc1or ,incc
J 999, because he headed
Alliance Capital Managemenl,
Please See e11ro11, A2

Candidates Present Platforms at
First Speakout of Spring Elections

One Mic

-

Students
Hit the
Airwaves
Of Newest
Radio
Creation
1'110!0 Coort"Y or XM

Radio

X~I Ratfio·, ,1ud)o on Ne"\, Yod A,t!. ha., pcmed tobc a II\."\\ a~ fOrum todcbatc ,tlk.l~nl

Photos by ~lrlnnle Ne.bin
·1hl')''re off: CtuHlidate-. for , tudent j!O\ernmcnt pchilion~

.....,uc,.

pre,entcd their ide..t\ 10 \tude111\ \tonda) in Ore" llall.

By JO/lc:S Cu~t~u,GS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Even though sophomore biology major Natasha
Fontaine had no previous radio experience, she immediately fell into her own once the "on air" light clicked
on.
"Being on the radio can definitely be addictive." she
said. ··1 really could nol believe how easy going the

host was."
XM radio. the latest technological advancemenl in
the world of radio, has surfaced on campus with a
series of talk show, geared toward student issues.
As a part of black history month, Howard students
will be featured for the entire month of February on
XM Radio show ··What's the Word."
Using an all-digital sound and the power of satellite
feeds, XM radio is changing the way America listens
to the radio. Subscribers are treated to coast-to-coast
crystal clear reception and over a 150 different channels ranging from hip-hop and sports 10 news and talk
radio shows, Babble 011 is one such channel.
Babble On is the only radio channel of its kind.
allowing everyone from ·Generation x· 10 baby
boomers to participate in discussion, on world issue,
or 01her topics. Ranging from the "I lot Pants Show"
which talks about sex from STD's to "What's the
Word"' a 1alk show, which covers every 1opic under the
sun.
Hosted by the XJ\1 radio's "campus crusader" Miss

Jackson, "What's the Word" is the only show where
several Howard student, have made guest appearances. On Tuesday several students were took part in
a discussion abolll the historical contributions of
Frederick Douglass as well as participated in a black
history month quiz.
"What's the Word" airs Monday thru Saturday from
10 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Another guesl, sophomore biology major Chelsea
Jones, had the same reserves as Fontaine. "When I
was approached to do 1he show. I thought it would be
a fun thing 10 do bul I was nervous," she said '"Bul
with the host being so down to earth and the familiar
1op1cs we were covering all 1he pressure was off."
Bo1h Fontaine and Jones easily handled their roles
as guest's speaker.;, as they shed 1heir knowledge of
Frederick Douglass to all the late night listeners.
The idea of bringing students on "What's the Word"
was masterminded by the show's producer Jennifer
Tuheri.
When 11,heri was starting 10 look for show ideas for
the month of February, the humorous 20-something
producer saw her opportunity to not only exhibit a
twist on black history mon1h programming but also a
perfect opJ)Ortunity to reach out 10 XM mdio's neighbors.
"I wanted 10 get some local college students in on
what we were doing.'" 11,heri said. "Considering the
fact that we are so close to one another I felt Howard
University would be the perfect place to find students
Pleas,• See XMRadio, /\3

By CORL\ CUNN11'Gll \M
Campus Editor

ment. and Change.
'"When student, are aware of the problems they can
become involved and then they affoc1 a change in the
cunent system." Williamson said.
Williamson was quick 10 lei speak-out anendees
know that the Awakening was not only a HUSA s late,
but also a Student movement.
'111e Awakening consist of a group of highly motivated s1Uden1s, who want to see change here at
Howard University;' Williamson said.111e Awakening
Please See Speakow,86

Students got the chance 10 hear the goals and ohjectives of candida1es for the HUSA president und vice•
president J>OMS and the undergraduate trustee slo1
Monday in Drew Hall.
Candidates switched turn, presenting their pl:1tforms. Genia Wright, current School of Communica•
tions president. was the first to present her platform.
The L.E.G.A .C.Y. platform propos•
cs 10 revive the Howard vision by
exemplifying the Uni,crsity's four
core values.
··we show truth through our ethics
and commiunent to the student
body, leadership means that we will
not only fulfill our cons1itu1ional
duties but go beyond them," said
Wright during the ,peak-out,"
Excellence should not only be
applied to students, but to administrators and faculty, and finally we
plan 10 bring together the students in
Six degrees ofLauyn.
service oriented programs."
Next to pre<ent was the Awakening
Bl
platform he.ided by Cornell
Williamson. Junior Legal Communicaiions major. The Awakening
slate promoted Awareness, Involve-
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~
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What do you p lan
to give up fo r
Lent?

Roilyn Graves
Junior
Tulecom Management
"Nothing.

Howard Begins Search for new VP for
Student Affairs
Bv O1rn1rn; K K. NAYO
Con1ribu1ing Writer
Provos1 and Chief Academic Officer, Toy Caldwell-Colbert, has initiated her goal 10 permanently fill interim/acting posi1ions wilhin the Univcrsi1y by forming n search
comminee that will locate and app<:>int a Vice Provost for
Student Affairs by the conclusion of this semester.
"When she (C:tldwell-Colbcrl) came on board last July,
she noticed immediately how important it was 10 haven permanent Vice Provost of Student Affairs and is taking the
steps 10 do so," said Associate Provost and search comminee
member, Joseph P. Reidy.
The search commiuee met last Friday and this past Tues•
day to deliberate on the issue, and Caldwell-Colberl gave
the student body a voice in 1he selection by allowing
Howard University S1uden1 Association President, Ste•
fanie Brown, 10 si1 on the commillee.
"My role fon the comminee l is 10 bring a stodent 's per•
spec1ive 10 the process," Brown said. "'II is important 1.h:11
the candidates have qualifications and can work with the
students,"
Reidy said that Interim VP for S1ude111 Affairs, Raymond

bcr of interim position, will foll due 10 1he employment of
Caldwell-Colbert
"I am confident [that] outsianding individuals will
be found as a result of the process," Swygert said. " I
am ,ure the search proce" will proceed with dispatch
and conclude in a reasonable period of time."
Both Brown and Reidy v.ere frank when descrihing
"We want to make sure we have the ~trongest commiuee
how successful and inOuen11al Archer has been at the
pool p<:>ssible," Reidy said.
An:her has led the Division of S1ude111 Affairs for many po,11ion of VP for S1udcn1 Affairs.
"I like Mr. Archer," Brown said. ··He 1ries tc> work
ycar.i nOw as an interim administnuor. The po~ition has sevcml functions that are crucial 10 the coordination of offices well w11h us and has alway, made himself av,tilable.
I think we have had a great working relationship with
and issues dealing directly with s1ude111s.
The Howard University H-b<>ok describes the division as him this year:·
Reidy is new at the posi1ion of Associate
pertipent in providing, an excep1ional co-curricular expe•
Provost
and was previously the Associa1e Dean
rience ~lat is supportive of Howard's academic program and
of
1he
Graduate
School, which Ii mited his workre0ec1ive of the Uni,-ersity's core value.s of truth, excellence,
ing interaction with Archer. but he sttll pre"ed
leadership and service.
Thy Division of Student Affairs has approximately I3 on 1he achieve men is 1ha1 were accomplished by
offices beneaih it ranging from Student Ac1ivi1ies to Rc,- Archer.
"He"s done a fine job," ReirJy said. ··1 don't see this
idence Life.
Presidem H Patrick Swygert supports Caldwell-Col•• a, an indictment. but H' the Provo,1 says, ii is imporbert's efforLs 10 fill these interim po,ition, and told the Uni• 1an1 to fill the position wilh a permanenl pers(,n:·
Archer declined 10 comment un 1he i"ue.
vcrsity during las1 years Town Hall Meeting 1ha1 the num•

Archer, e.xprel>sed no desire 10 be a candidate for 1he posi tion and the comminee has taken 1hc declination into
accoun1. Reidy said the search is national and the word will
spread via publicaiions ofhighereducution and other medi•
ums. The comminee will also search 1hrough their indi •
vidual contacts, Reidy said.

H.U.S.A. Town Hall Addresses Privatization and Security
B\' ASHLI: \' TRA\'/\U~I

Contributing Writer

Vic Blackwell
Junior
Broadcast News
'"Algebra."

Jarrell Greene
Junior
Communications
"Wasted time. I am going to
be more productive with my
leisure time."

Kristen Forbes
Junior
Radio, TV, Film
'"Negativity. Negative
thoughts."

The Howard Unil'ersity Student Association kicked off its
HUSA week on Tuesday with a Town Hall meeting that
focused on the privatization of Sixth Street and campus
security.
"The purp<:>se of HUSA week is 10 spark conversmion on
various topics and imerest 1ha1 are at the top of students'
concerns,'' said Stephanie Brown, HUSA president.
Prh1ui2.a1ion of Sixth Street was 1he important issue of1he
nigh1. Privatization would close off Sixth Streel, and create a security po,1 on Howard place. Students discussed the
various pros and cons of privmization throughout the meeting. HUSA will preselll the student concerns voiced al the
town hall meeting 10 tl1e President's Security 1hsk Force.
lf the university privatized Sixlh Street and other streets
i1 could belier control traffic flow, increased security, and
to help beautify the campus.
Marcus Griffin, sophomore finance major, cited these and
01her reasons for his support of privatization. "Howard is
100 accessible 10 the public, it would make me feel a 101 safer
if who was conung in and ou1 of campus w~ conirolled,"
he said, "I realize 1hat it will initially c,w,c some problems
but in the end it will be belier for the students"
Those who oppo,e privatization namer.I several reason, for
their position. Some students brought up issues such as 1he
de1eriora1ion of the already limited parking, restricted

access 10 campus, and increased traffic on Georgia Avenue.
"For a school that is in 1he heart of 1he city 10 make the
campus safer there would need 10 be more measures taken
to secure the campus," said Melissa Morgan, pre-physical
therapy major. "Closing Sixth Street would solve nothing
when people could still enter from Fourth Stree1. TI1e school
needs 10 think of alternatives 10 making security be tier, such
as more lighting,"
Justin Hanford, a junior English maJor, also e.~presse<l his
disapproval of privatization. 'The besi way 10 soll'e the securi1y problem is to go in the neighborhoods and make them
belier," he said, "TI1e community already ,ees the school
and students ,., stuck up ,o gating 1he school would onl)•
create more of a communication problem between Howard
University and its neighborhood."
Security concerns 100k a different form as HUSA
addressed the loitering problem at McDonald's on Barry
St.reel. With loitering already at a high, the installation of
1he new Tic Tock ,-ending machine is expected 10 make matters worse. Given these expectations Brown and Anna
Alexander, president of the College of Arts and Sciences
decided 10 Mart a petition. The pe1i1ion states 1ha1 students
want McDonald's to enforce their no loitering policy, and
have a reguJ;.r police prc!5(.'nt.

While there were only approxmrntely 30 student, tn anendanc.!, most of whom were election,candidatcs, 1he HUSA
administration stressed that it is 1hat quali1y makes a program successful . "The town hall meeting is more aboutqual-

File 1'1lotn
Ht:"'i \ Pre-..lde·nl Stefanie Bronn

ity than quantitr'" explained Bro" n
l lUSA will round oul the \\eek by ho,1ing a program titled •
"Politic," and a book drive. These program, will focu, on
the platform of student Enlightenment.

Deltas Celebrate 10 years of Inspiration with
Woman to Woman Conference
BY M, Jor Au' \Nl>t-.R
Contributing Writer

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. hosted 1he 'Jl:mh Annual Woman to Woman Conference on Tuesda)•, February 121h.
Entitled, ·•sisters Let's "falk... Defiance of a Decade: The
Definition of a Woman", the annual event consisted of several workshops geared 1owards the development of minority high ,chool girls from the Washington metrop<:>litan
area. The young women were selected from 18 high schools
including Anacostia High School, Archbishop Carroll
High School, Ballou Senior High School, and Banneker
Senior High School.
The conference plays a vital role in motivating nnd
encouraging the young ladies to set goals and 10 follow their
dreams. Each year the conference exp<~es 1hc young ladies
10 a variety of career pa1hs and professional options.
"My e.,pectations for this years conference did not really differ from pas1 conferences. Since its inception, the
Woman to Woman Conference has been an opp<:>rtunity for
young women to have direct contact with successful, professional women in the fields of business, science and art."
said Djingc Lindsay, Conference Chairwoman.
Lindsay, a senior Chemis1ry major. has worked on the
conference for the pa,1 two years, and was extremely honored 10 ,erve as 1his year's conference chairwoman.
"II was indeed an honor 10 serve as chair for the Tenth
Annual Woman 10 Woman Conference. It was my responsibility 10 make sure 1ha1 this year's conference was a success, which it was," explained Lindsay.

Photo c.:ourk"',)· of ;.tlpho..:haptcrd...i.com
lldta S~ma 11K'la Sorurit) mcmber'i dedicate time to local l:h.'lrilics

During 1he conference, the young ladies par1 ic,pated the
different workshops ranging from etiquene and self-esteem
to images of Black women in 1he media. Several other
workshops focused on teaching the young African-American women how to becon,e succe,sful and prepare for the

future.
The kc) note speaker for thi, year, conference wa,
Anne Scmpow,ki, a Cincinnati nati\'e, who served a, the
fiN A"ismnt Brand Manager for Tampa, ,n 1998.
Scmpowskt currently serves a., the North America Bmnd
Manager for Tompax, managing 1he daily acllntic, uf the
$350 million dollar frnnchise.
In her mc" age. Sempo\\ ,ki reminded the young ladies
.1bou1 what it take, 10 be ~ ,ucce"ful Blad. woman in
today's society.
Speaker, for thts year's conference rncluded Varn
Fredrick, Rita Floyd, Shantrelle P. Lewis, Re,·ercnd Loi,
Wooden and .\h Sha Pemberton Along wnh the-,e and
other ,pcakcrs, Peta Linds.1y, a high school ,cmor, ,p<ikc
10 the young ladie, about working in the media.
"To sec someone 1ha1 i, lheir own age, thal is also a very
po,nivc nnd moti,ated membt!rof the communi1y. ""' hen•
eficial 10 the conference atlendee, ," said Lindsay. 'Thi, year
\\C focused primarily on obtaining speakers that would truly
encourage and relate 10 the young ladies."
Although the conference was an all day, business-oriented cvem, the particip:mts do have the opportunily to
i111en1c1on a more soc ml level at the Follow-Up Retreat on
February 16- 17 This overnighl event will include a variety of m;tiv1tics ,gc,u-ed towards informing the conference
participants on how to continue 1hc:1r ,tcp!-1 to !<i.Uccc,s.

"We MUii the young ladies to gain c,po,urc 10 a college
campus and ih surrounding cnl'ironment. I hope 1ha1 after
the conference, !he young women in mtendancc will implement higher education illlo therr fu1ure plans," says Lindsay

Board of Trustees Chairman to Stay With Enron

Orriel Richardson
Sophomore
Biology and Classics
"Carbonated beverages."

Compiled By Melanie Nesbitt

From A I
the company's largest shareholder while
serving as a Enron board member. Many
deemed his position as a conflict of inter•
est.
Savage, former chairman of the $35 billion Alliance Capital Management International, was appointed to an Enron
finance committee to specifically serve on
the Compensation and Management
Development comminees.
As investors hurried to sell stock during
the energy company's Fall collapse,
Alliance Capital Management lnternu•
tional became Enron's largest shareholder,
owning about 43 million shares, accord•
ing 10 financial documents.
In October, following Enron's public \
.UU\0lmcement of bankruptcy. the comp,~\
ny created a special comminee 10 invesli•

''" '"' •••-"oos

Savage w~ among four directors Lay
assigned 10 the commiuee. The Securities
Exchange Commission (SEC) is now
investigating those transactions.
Along with other Enron directors, Savage has come under close scru1iny in the
past months, as shareholders question
why the board failed to reveal peninenl
financial informal ion.
Alliance insists no conflict existed.
"His position on the board was a person•
al mailer. not an Alliance mailer," said
John Meyers, a spokesman for All iance.
Savage wa~ unavailable for comment.
Recently, Enron's board bas been cri1icized for it, numerous conllic1s of ,merest
and for allowing administr:110" to engage
in faulty financial 1ram,ac1tons 1ha1 cventoally led to the company's collapse.
Despite the criticism, Savage was recent

\ •'~'""" <o mol<o ''""' ,,...,~mm'•

Board of Directors by the AFL-CIO, a
labor union and California', public
employee re1ireme111 plan, CalPERS.
Although Savage has been a member of
Qualcomm's board since 1996, on February 4 the AFL-CIO requeMed that the
SEC investigate all of Enron's board
members 10 determine if they should be
banned from serving on the boards of
other publicly traded companies.
Both groups wan1ed Savage 10 be
removed from Qualcomm ·s board because
he served on an Enron board.
"We've asked Qualcomm\ board to step
forward with some c;tplanation of why
1hey believe the practices of 1he Enron
board ~ave no1 impacted 1heir board," said
William Panerson, director of 1hc AFLCIO"s inves1men1 office. "We think Frank
Savage should step forward and tell his
story," Pauerson said in interviews.

Many financial in,mu1i011, prohit,11
executive,. like S,tvage. from ,ininr on
the boards of Companie, in which 1hey
invest or inve,t heavil). Because Alliance
,erved as a money manager to the col•
lapsed energy company, question, ha,-e
arisen about Savage's allegiance to both
billion-dollar corporation,.
Prior lo heading Alliance. which provid•
ed client service, in Africa and the Middle Eas1, Savage was Senior Vice Presiden1 of 1he Equitable Life Assurance
Socie1y, anuther multi-billion dollar corporalton
In August, day, b.!fore Enron\ chief
executive, Jeffrey K. Skilling, re,ignecJ,
Savage left Alliance 10 form an in,e,1ment company. Sa\'age Htlldings, a firm
1ha1 provides private equity funds 10
inveM in infras1ructurc projech in ,ub•
Saharan Africa.
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Campaign to Increase Senior
Contributions i~ Formally Launched

Economics Department Host
Seminar
BY Sn:rHANm CROUCII AND Jt:SSF, CKANt'ORD

Hilltop Slaff Wrilers
Wi1h a projected $4 triIlion drop in 1he economy's
cumula1ive surplus be1ween 2002 and 2011, the Howard
University Department of Economics and Alumni Associa1ions felt i1was necessary for Dr. Dan L. Crippen 10
address the Howard Univcrsi1y communi1y, Wednesday
in the Blackburn forum, on where 1he nmion's budget surplus has gone.
Crippen, a specialist in issues relating to 1he federal
budget, is the fifth direc1or for the Congressional Bud•
get Office (COB). Appointed in February 1999. Crippen has served in senior posi1ions in bo1h 1he Whi1e
House and US Senate. He has also served as economic policy advisor and chief counsel 10 1he Senaie Majority Leader from 1981 to 1985.
Crippen accredits the nalion's dras1ic decline to legislalion. radical changes in the economy and 01her unexpecled government spending. Forry percem of 1he
na1ion's decline comes from lax cms 1ha1 took place in
June and discretionary spending. While another 20%
comes from unanticipated governmental spending, forty
percent of the decline is the direct result of business and
corporations.
''Ibis recession has been different from those of previous years. because this defici1 was due to business and
corporaiions." Crippen said. "Businesses and corporations all across 1he na1ion simply slopped spending capital and deple1ed 1heir inventory."
The $21 bi llion projec1ed deficil for this year symbolizes a $300 billion change from las1 January's pro•
jeclion. From 2002-2012, $2.3 1rillion is the projected
Iota! budget surplus under currenl polices.

S1udent's also ques1ioned the effec1s 1ha1September
111h could have had on 1he econom)i Crippen ensured
them that the horrific incident had no effec1 on 1he
nation's deficit.
"'There was a 2 or 3 week freeze where people didn't
go 10 work or buy anything," Crippen said. "However
ii seems as though we've recovered pretty well." "Even
more so. the rebuilding of damaged buildings, by the
anacks, added 10 the economy."
Students also found the forum beneficial to themselves.
··11 was informative section on how budgets are formula1ed and their effects on people's everyday li fe," president of Omicron Delta Epsilon Oz.oemena Nnaj i said.
O1hers found lhemselves questioning the oulcome of
the budge1or if 1he recession was 10 con1inue. ''!be size
of the federal defici1 in0uences the poli1ical deba1e on
programs such as educa1ional and health reform," senior
advisor of economic Congressional Budge1 Office Or.
Gwendolyn said. "These programs take money ou1of the
surplus bm wi1hou1 the surplus 1he question becomes
·How much of defici1 do we accumulate 10 sup)X'rl these
programs."

Some students, aware of how impor1an11he na1ional
defici1is, are beginning to consider 01her alternatives
to compensaie for 1he deb1. " I 1hink 1he forum went
preny well since 1he defici1 affects all of us," gradua1e economic major Beuy Alleyne said. "And the
1hough1 that we migh1 have 10 mp in10 social securi1y
affects us all.''
However, Crippen has a posi1 ive ou1look for 1he
economy. "At the moment 1he economy looks like i1's
going 10 repair itself," said Crippen "And no1hing
should be donr excep1 for taking care of 1hose who are
unemployed through providing worker's compensation
and heahh care."

B Y BRIAN STAM PS

Contributing Writer
To raise additional funds for various schools and colleges, Dedan Bruner, coordinalor of graduating student.
parent & young alumni programs, will launch the Senior
Gifl Giving Campaign.
The program aims to increase alumni giving from students before they gradua1e. Bruner said he hopes snidents
will see the benefits of their endeavors and continue to
give in the future.
"It is nol how much you give, bu1 tha1 everyone is
involved," said Bruner.
The program asks $20 from each graduating senior,
however, the donor can choose to increase or decrease 1ha1
amount as they s,-..e fit. In 1he pasl the Univer.;i1y has asked
much as $ 150 from graduates. "The focus is 10 gel more
participation not dollars," Bruner said.
Howard a.lumni par1icipation rate is low. wi1h only 12
percent of the alumni population giving back.
According 10 Burner, i1's importanl lhat alumni participation increases because ou1side insti1u1ions de1ermine
whe1her or no110 give funds 10 the Universi1y based on
how much the alumni populace suppons 1he school.
Wi1hou1priva1e funds, 1he Universi1y is forced to rely on
Oovernmenl funds.
;,Oftentimes, 1his trickles back down 10 the s1udents;•
Bruner says.

Compiled By: Corey Cwmingham Hilltop Campus Editor

Moment in Black History
P

atricia Rober1s Harris (I 924-85) was a I945
summa cum laude gradua1e of Howard's College
of Liberal Arts whose many markers of achievement included serving as U.S. Ambassador to Luxembourg and holding two Cabinel posts: Secretary of1he U.
S. Dcpartmenl of Health, Education and Welfare, and Secretary of the U.S. Departmenl of Housing and Urban
Developmen1.
The program al Howard bearing her name grew ou1of
a beques1 she made to the university. Its purpose is
1wofold: 10 complement 1he university's course offerings
in areas rela1ed 10 public policy, and 10 encourage s1udents
10 consider careers in public service. The primary concern of Harris activities emphasizing values and ethics in
public service, underscore bo1h of 1hese objectives.
Key features of the Harris Program include an annual lec1ure focusing on a major is<ue or issues of national
and/or interna1ional concern; and the Visiting FeUows
Program. which brings ou1srnnding public affairs professionals 10 Howard for two 10 six day periods to share informally 1heir expertise with s1udents.
In addition, the Harris Program sponsors in1ernships
for Howard University students. These internships pro•
vide stipends enabling undergradume, gradua1e, and professional students 10 gel a first hand introduction 10 whm
public service careers can en1ai l by working in Congress.
in federal and District of Columbia agencies, and in priva1e organizations concerned with public policy issues.
In addi1ion 10 serving in 1he Execu1ive Office of 1he
President, as well as in other federal and Dis1ric1 gov-

The University's reliance on government funds effects
1he implemenia1ion of new programs, scholarships, and
how ii assesses the needs of 1he s1udents.
Bruner says the hard part is gelling thcs1udents to give.
This program distinguishes i1self from 01hcrs, in the fact
1hat the s1uden1s have more con1rol over where 1heir
money is going Bruner said.
''Ibis is a program where you can choose where the
money is going and see i1's impact," Bruner said." If you
want your money 10 go 1owards something, you can say
so. It's your money."
S1udents can decide 10 donate their money 1oward new
desks in their schools and new desks will be ordered.
There is also a matching aspec1 10 the campaign.
According Bruner 11 oul of the 12 Deans from the various schools have agreed 10 m.uch wha1 the s1uden1s raise.
Many seniors welcome the opporiuniry 10 give back
10 the University.
"I will give back 10 the Universi1y. I 1hink it is a necessity so 1hat 01hers in my foo1s1eps are given a chance 10
use beuer technologies," senior chemis1ry major, Deirdre
Shehon. from Oe1roi1, Michigan said." Everyday we are
complaining about insufficien1 facil ities. Now we have
1he ~hance 10 give back and change the si1ua1ion.''
Bruner is currently working on 1hc program and
invites all seniors 10 participate. He is also curren1ly seeking ou1 corporations 10 also maich 1he student con1ribu1ions.

2/08/02

H UH: Lost Property
HPT East: Injured Person

HPT: S ick Person
Girard St.: Automobile
Accident
HPT: Sick Transport
Student Health: Sick
Transport
Stude nt Health: S ick
Transport
A I Garage HUH: Damaged Property

Student Health: Sick
'Iransport
Wheatley Hall: Injured
Person
Miner Lot: Theft from
Automobile

2/10/02
HPT East: False Fire
Alarm
2500 4,h St: Automobile
Accident
HUH: Disorderly conduct

2/12/02
Blackburn Center: Simple
Assaul t
Meridian Hall: Domestic
Violence
Meridian Hall: False Fire
Alar m
Drew Hal l: False Fire
Alarm

2/11/02

2/09/02

Baldwin Hall: Burglary
Fine Arts Basement:

HPT West: Damaged
Property

T heft 11

Patricia Roberts Hanis

t · l

ernment and priva1e agencies, Harris Fellows have been
assigned abroad in such places as 1he American Embassy
in Paris; the World Council of Churches in Geneva,
Switzerland; and the American Consula1c General in
Durban. South Africa. The Program also has facilitated
periods of !ravel and study for Howard University students
in Bosnia, Brazil, China, Mexico, Sou1h Africa. Spain.
Russia. Malawi, and Japan.
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Students Hit the Airwaves Of Newest
Radio Creation
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From Al
who were willing to keep ii real and be 1hemselves."
Of cou,:se, while s~me may feel 1ha1 lhe~e is a high risk involved when bringing on students who have linle or
no experience m radio on 1he show, Tohen claims the resuhs have been every1hing she had hoped for.
''!be s1uden!s h~ve been beyond fabulous," she says wi1h enthusiasm "in 1erms of coming in from IO PM to 12
AM and tackling 11nportan1 issues l can not begin to express how much Howard has contributed to the show.
My only hope is for Howard students 10 continue coming and con1ribu1ing their voices and views 10 the show" .
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Final Application Deadline February 21, 2002
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CALLS UPON OUTSTANDING AND DIVERSE RECENT
. COLLE6E GRADUATES TO COMMIT TWO YEARS TO TEACH
IN URBAN AND RURAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND BECOME
LIFELONG LEADERS IN ENSURING THAf All OF DUR
NATION'S CHILDREN HAVE AN EQUAL CHANCE IH LIFE.

No previous education coursework required.
Full teacher salary and benefits.
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CITY DESK
Howard County Youth Charged with Rape
Frank K. Prempeh, 15, of Howard County was charged with
first-degree rape and five other sexual offenses in connection
an incident involving a 15 teen year-old girl last week. According to the girl, Prempeh and four or five other boys, drove to
the accuser's (an acquaintance) house and met with her outside. When it was time to leave, the boys foll owed her into the
backyard and (according to reports) raped her. When questioned by police, Prempeh said that he sex between the two was
consensual, however, that the sex between her and the other
boys was not. Prempeh was released on $5,000 bail.

Great Blacks in Wax Museum;
A Chronicle of Our Past
BY AW, SIMPSON
Contributing Writer

hile viewing the exhibi1s a1 1he Wa,,
Museum, a man and his daughter were
looking a1 a wax figure lhat held up a
sign. " Don't buy from this store, because it won't
hire Negroes". Her father read the sign 10 her and
this daughter asked him, 'What 's a Negro?" Her
father fumbled with his answer, as if choosing his
response carefully. He said, .. Well uh. it means
black."
Nestled among old boarded up apartment buildUniversity of MD Student Found Unconscious at Frat ings, wi1h a "Shop and Save" right across the street,
is where you wi ll find the Great Blacks In Wax
House; Activities Suspended
Museum, The Great Blacks In Wax museum.
According to University of Maryland officials, the activities Located a1 1603 E. North Ave. in Baltimore, the
of Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity, Inc. were suspended due to a museum does no1 distinguish i1self from the surfreshman pledge found unconscious in the fraternity's house roundings and to the c:1sual motorist looks like
every other building found in tha1 par1 of town.
last week.
In 1he midst of downtown Baltimore not far
Daniel F. Reardon, 19, of Northwest DC, was reported in crit- from 1he inner harbor, the Great Blacks in wax
ical condition due to unknown causes at Washington Adven- Museum is a Chronicle of African American Hist0r)( Founded by Elmer P. Martin, PhD and hjs
tist Hospital.
wife, Dr. Joanne Mitchell Martin, PhD the museum was built and established on faith says Dr.
400 More to Go ...
Joanne Mitchell. Former professors, Mr. Martin
Although the DC Board of Education's Campaign "Operation and his wife conducted 1he research and wrote the
Vaccination" was a huge success, there are still 420 students background scrip1s for the sculptures.
The first noor of the Museum is dimly Iii and a
that have not been vaccinated. These students have been barred replica of a sla,•e ship is the fist exhibit. Walking
from classes for the past two weeks because they were not up- down 1he old rickety steps of the salve ship, simuto-date with the shots required by the District of Columbia. lated voices of salve masters say, new slave cargo
is entering on board. Figures '>f men shackled and
Officials have made more auempts to get the remaining par- sandwiched
together and a women hung naked by
ents out; sending letters and conducting hone visits. Parents her thumbs and bleeding, present a disturbing and
who fail to respond to these final efforts could face jail, as well very real simulation of exactly how things were.
Displayed on tablets on the wall is the story of
as, be fined.
the women who was hung from her thumbs. She
was being punished because she tried to start a slave
Death of Giraffe at National Zoo Unknown
revolt. The journal of Lieutenant Dom Jeulin, tells
the
story of how they were whipped until the inciOfficials at the National Zoo were disturbed by the death of a
sion
was so deep you could lay your fingers in it
17-year old male giraffe over the weekend. The giraffe, Ryma,
and their buttocks were cooked with cannon powwas found Saturday morning, unable to get up. Although zoo der, lemon juice and brine of pepper until chunks
veterinarians administered medication for over six hours, the of nesh tore apart and fell off. stirs emotions of
anger and horror.
giraffe became weak and died.
Sitting on the edge of her seat, Debbie Johnson
Although Ryma had suffered from chronic hoof problems anct shook her head and her voiced crocked when she
arthritis for over a year, the necropsy conducted on the animal ,aid. "This is very emotional for me. It's a good
thing to see the history of us. (It's) Sad. Toweling
was inconclusive.
from Brooklyn New York, Johnson came to visit the
museum because a friend had told her about it.
1\vo Protesters Arrested After Break-in at Embassy
The lynching exhibit showed a pregnant woman
Two protesters were arrested as they auempted to break into who was whipped until the nesh on her stomach
the Chinese Embassy Chancellery earlier this week. Accord- tore and the baby could be seen. Her arms and legs
ing to the U.S. Secret Service, the break-in was to protest the were cut through until they fell off and the man who
was being whipped beside her was nogged until his

Chinese pol icy in Tibet and to draw auention to it before President Bush left for his visit with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin.

DC School Cited for Violations of Fire Code
After a fire at Frederick Douglass Junior High School, located at 2600 Douglass Pl. SE, DC firefighters d iscovered padlocked exit doors, a violation of the fire code. Also, firefighters found that the fire alarm system did not work. The doors
slowed down the process of gening the students out of the building yet there were no reported injuries.

W

genitals were dismembered. TI1ey
were both accused of being rebellious and insubordinate.
Walking back up the stairs to the
main section the haunting voice of
Mahalia Jackson bellows ·• Somehow It Causes Me To Tremble"'. The
Underground Railroad exhibit
shows Harriet Tubman pulling an
escapee through an old stove, while
the slave master tugged a1 hi~ legs.
Other exhibits told of black church
leaders, black writers and athlete-'>.
Dorothy Jackson, a fifty-seven
year old, resident of Baltimore visited the museum with her daughter.
She was deep in thought and very
serious when she said," I think that
it's a great exbibi1. We'll never forget how far we've come and how far
these people have come so that we
can have life the way we do."'
The next section of the exhibit
showed more recent black history.
Islamic leaders, Malcolm X, Elijah
Phou.> B) A, a Simp-,on
Muhammad, Rasta Fari ,Ha lie The Mu5ellm has exhibih fea1urin~ leadcr.i. such a\ NAACP P~de-nt
Selassie and Black nationalist Mar• K,,\'i:si \1fu1ne.
cus Garvey, were all in the section
where Bob Marley was chanting
"Redemption Song and "Get Up,
Stand Up".
Inspired by tours he took in high
school to the Great Blacks In Wax
Museum, Antoine Lewis a nine•
teen-year-old student at City College in Baltimore, was ardent about
working at 1he museum. He said.
"I just kept coming back until they
gave me the job." He went on 10
say that," I think that the museum
is for every one, not just the black
community. I think whether or no1
it Black History Month, people
should always come and learn
about their history."
Traveling from New York. it's
not the first time that Dewey Dockery Jr.. has come to see the exhib•
it. Dockery lives in New York and
said that. "It's (the museum) is
every excellent. It has improved
form the last time. They added
more exhibits from the last time I
was here. It's a good av.akening
PhQlo B) •\1 a SiffiP'('ll
and I wouldn't add anything (10 1he
Tht Kinn em as "ell a~ the Chil Ritthl\ \l<ntm('nt att focu.~orolhcr
exhibit).
~hihil~

Blacks in History
The District's Black History
This section will appear in the District every week during the month of February, i11 honor of Black History Month a11d those that made major co11trib11tio11s to the metropolitan area
Now in her sixth term as the Congresswoman for the Dimic1 of Columbia, Eleanor Holmes
Norton has been named one of the l 00 most important American women, as well as. one of
the most powerful women in the District in several sun-eys during her career. She is extremely vi1al to the District's fight for full congressional voting representation, as well as, dedicates
herself to the struggle for "true" equal human rights. Besides serving as Congresswoman, she
is a tenured professor of Jaw a1 Georgetown Unversity.

District Weather
Today
Feb 15
Sat
Feb 16

Cloudy

53°F 37°F

54°F 33°F

Sun
so·F 26·F

Feb 17

Cloudy

Mon
Feb 18

Partly Cloudy 50°F 30°F

Tue
Feb 19
Wed
Feb20

African-AmeriGan Replaces White
Appointee as U. Arkansas Trustee
Bv CARRIE C<WPt:RNOu.
(U-wire-U. Arkansas)

Cloudy

Partly Cloudy 49°F 32°F

Rain

49°F 37°F

Thu
Feb 21

Light Rain

Fri
Feb 22

Partly Cloudy 51°F 35°F

50°F 34cF

Elenoor Ho1m~ t\orton

(U - WIRE) FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee voided his
appointment of Jim von Gremp to the University of Arkansas System Board ofTrus1ees
and added Little Rock, Ark., Dr. Carl Johnson
instead .
The appointment of Rogers. Ark., businessman von Gremp Feb. 6 was found 10 be
unconstitutional Monday because he wou ld
have been the fourth representative from the
3rd Congressional District on the board.
"We discovered afterward that the law did
say that no more than three members of the
board could be from one Congress ional District," Huckabee spokesman Jim Harris said .
"The governor adm its that a mistake was
made abou t the law, and we corrected it."
Huckabee is in charge of more than 360
boards and commissions in Arkansas, and he
appoints members to those as needed. Harris
said . Ench board or commission has specific
laws. The law allowing up to three Board of
Trustees members from the same district is
specific to that board, Harris sa id.
"You're talking about a lot of d ifferent laws

that cover a lot of different appointments," he
said.
Johnson, an African-American. will replace
Joe Hargrove, a lso an African-American doc•
tor from Li11le Rock, whose 10-year term on
the board will expire March I. Johnson will
be the only minority member of the Board of
Trustees.
"What the governor was looking at was
someone he thought would do the best job for
the Univers ity of Arkansas," Harris said.
"And the governor has made on the boards
and commissions a ll over the state an effort
10 reach out to minorities. The governor looks
for good people 10 be on the board. Von
Gremp was a good appointment; Dr. Johnson
was a good appointment."
Johnson said he was honored to be appointed to the board. He said the controversial cir•
cumst ances surrounding von Gremp's
appointment and resignation are "unfortu nate," but he said he wou ld not let controversy affect him.
"I try to look at things in a posit ive light,"
Johnson sa id. " I think 1ha1 we have 10 go
beyond always looking at things in a racialtype connotat ion and try to look at things in
a posi tive light.''

Huckabee and Johnson discussed the board
membership before the governor asked him to
serve as a trustee. Johnson s aid.
Johnson wa, being considered for the next
available appointment for the board after von
Gremp. Harris said.
"The governor and I have talked about different boards and commission,." Johnson
said . "'It's not like I didn' t know the governor
and we'd never talked. !The Board of Trustees
appointment I had been t:1lked about, and other
boards and commissions have been talked
about.''
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Algebra Geometry Calculus.
Call 1-800-97NACME.
www.nacme.org
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HBCU Briefs: Black College News From Around the World
Compiled By Cllpricia \VillillmS

Albany Stat e University
ASU launches a 15 mill ion dollar campaign to celebrate their 100th anniversary in 2003 of their founding. The National Centenn ial Campaign will run for
three to five years.
Alnburnn A & M Un h·crsity
Alabama A& .M University will be the host for the
joint 2002 conference of National Society of Black
Physici sts (NCBPS) and the National Conference of
Black Physics on March 13-17 2002. All interest•
cd graduate and undergraduate students are encouraged to attend. The annual conference brings together over 400 African American physic st udents and
professiona ls. The conference will have sessions of
scientific presemations and will include topics of
space and life ,ciences, materials science, optics, educations and public policy. Also, ses;ions on academ-

ic skill s development, undergraduate research, graduate school application preparation and career planning, The application form is available on Alabama&#82 I7;s web sit. For any other information you
can contact Professor
R,B. Lal at 256-858-8 148 or 256-858-8138 or by
e-mail at dal@aamu.edu

tity progrnm. The campaign also mvolvc J a ,ierie, of
advertising in newspapers, magazines. television and
radio. In addition to the Gold award, the university
won merit awards in three categories including radio
advert ising. television advertising. and newspaper
advertising.

Norfolk

Hampton
Hampton recentl y held a dedication ceremony for
its two new dorms White Hall and Holmes Hall. The
guest speakers were Dr Gladys Hope Franklin White
and Wendell P. Holmes for whom the dorm\ are
named. The rooms in both dorms inc lude the late>t
technological advancements, including Interne t
hookups and cable television wirini. Both dorms
have a bathroom for every four students and a laundry facility on each floor. There will a lso be apart•

Norfolk State University has won awards in four
admissions advertising awards categories in its 17th
Annual Adm ission Advertising Awards competition.
The competiti on is designed to recognize outstand•
ing efforts in col lege and university admissions marketing and advertising. The University won the Gold
award, the top award, for its branding campaign in the
total public relations programs/total advertising cam•
paigns category. The branding ca mpaign was
launched last year. It involved creating a new organization logo, slogan and adopting a new visual iden-

I

n
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ments for dorm directors and graduate assistanLs.

Innovative Hip-Hop Part I: The Female Principle Senior Spotlight
BY STP.PIIANIE JOY

TtSDAt,r:

Hilltop Staff Writer
When thin~ing of hip-hop. most people envision
a male-dominated culture, devoid of a strong feminine presence. Mainstream society assists in this
misrepresentation by perperuating the image of
hip-hop as a strictly masculine endeavor. Often,
fema les respond by complaining and doing
absolutely nothing to change the situation. However, :, group of women on Howard ·s campus
decided enough was enough, and created FRESH,
Females Representing Every Side of Hip-Hop.
The group. now consisting of at least 17 women,
is dedicated 10 representing the essence of femininity wc,ven into the deep structures of hip-hop
culture.
Goldie Patrick, one of the group's founding
members, describes FRESH a.~ a womanist orga•
nization devoted to confronting the issues of
women in the hip-hop community.
"We are living in a generation highly influenced
by hip-hop and we felt it would be effective to confront our issues our way," said Patrick.
FRESH. which is made up of everyone from
hip-hop theatre specialists lo fashion designers,

offers a forum for females to express their love for
the culture while making positi ve contributions to
it's progression. According to Patrick, the goal of
FRESH i\ 10 bring women together to discuss how
to represent themselves, out of respect for our
mothers and our future daughters. She notes that
the image of women in hip-hop is often limited,
rarely showing the actual diversity of females in
the hip-hop community.
Howard's hip-hop community, which is often
associated with emcee battles and open mies,
appears to be at an interesting crossroad. While
there seems to be more and more examples of hip•
hop on campus, Patrick feels that spectators make
a lot of Howard events unfulfilling. She comments that while a good concept, an event like Verbal Armageddon left many females feeling intimidated and unappreciated including FRESH, who
performed at one of the emcee battle rounds.
According to Patrick "Hip-hop is an art form
and if you don't respect it as an at form. you dilute
it." The lack of genuine lo,-e from spectators is a
testament 10 what Patrick refers to as lack of consciousness as far as proper decorum and respect
are concerned. FRES H plays a serious role in not
only representing the feminine aspects of hip-hop

but also making students aware of the respect hiphop deserves.
While many might mistakenly associate the
femaleness of FRESH with male hatred, the group
is adamant in their belief of up) ifling women, not
tearing down men.
"The perspective of this organization is that in
order for women to work collectively and progressively with men, we have to first be able to
work progressively together as women," Patrick
comments. Yet. this belief coupled with the reality of hip-hop's very real masculine presence,
makes it important that FRESH interact with the
culture's male faction and perform at events hke
Verbal Armageddon. Thus, FRESH is a support
group of sorts, nurturing females to hip-hop cultural maturity.
Covering all areas of hip-hop. the group has
recently made connections with poet Jessica Care
Moore and Toni Blackman, a Howard alumnu~.
emcee and hip-hop professor. There is also a
"FRESH Week" in the works, which will mke
place in March, during Women's Hbtory Month.
It will begin on Monday, March 11"' wuh an interest meeting for those who are curious about the
organiz:uion.

The Hilltop ... about it.

eirdre Shelton epitomizes the ideal of a
sf\1dent leader. She is
leading not only her peers in
many organilation~ ,u the Cap•
stone. but also those in her
hometown. Shelton, a senior
r"o
Chemistry, Pre-Dentnl major
and Allied Health Science
minor from Detroit. Michig,u1
ha, been able to b,tlancc not
only academics, but a varied
mix of le.idership and volunteer
position,. Her accolades make
her deserving of the title, Senior
of the Weck.
Deirdre feel, blessed to ha\'e
been able to be apart of the
Golden Key National Honor, Society, r.x:ognizcd by Who's Who Among
American College Students and 1hc :-lati,1nal Society of Collegia1e Schol•
ar-.. She has represented her ,ch0<>I a\ ~liss College of Arts and Sciences
and Student Council Representative from 2000-'.!()(ll In addition, ,he cur•
remly sene, a, Executive Secretary for the COAS. As president of the PreDental Club, Vice-President of1he Michigan Cluh. a Campus Pal and mem•
ber of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Inc. Ms. Shelton shows
that she is a wel l-rounded student at the Mecca.
Yet, she is most proud of an accomplishment that Howard did not afford
her. Tiirough her mother's non -profit organiiation, United Generation,
Deirdre has been youth director of the summer program. The organization
produces theatrical works that tackle problems that face young people today.
Deirdre's mono, "If you can conceive it. and believe it, do the work, you
can achieve it" certainly ha., paid off for her.
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Students to Work in Haiti Dt11ing Spring Break

Those who can

Chauna Bryant
Contributing \\'ritcr
While mo,t ,tudcnt, wil l he ,h;1lw1g "li.u C,,d
ga\·e tbt:-m ,,n the white ~u.:h"-·~ (ll ,,,me twpic.:,11
island, or ,1111ply go hninc tn get, little RO&R,
eight Hm,.m.t ~1ml1..·n1.., have chc,,."'n 10 1-r·ml rh~1r
Spring breal,. ,crving othcis "'the f"l\Wty ,11 kk
en land ,ii l·crmathc, Haiti.
"I .tm going to I laill because I 1\,1111 ti> ,i,,P<' 1
encc the diffrrcnt cultures of the .\Jncan 01a,1>()•
r-i-1:· said International liu,im·~s n1.11m Kan.:l·m
Nu Ian. "My e~P<,'Ctation, arc to or<·n up my 1111nJ
and sec what the woild is tc.,lly hkc"
These student, will vnlu111ccr their 11111c at the
Win~, of Hope Home for Dis;bk<l cluldrcn.
Wini:, of Hope'"" ori~inally JounJcJ by French
~lh,ion,mcs and is 110\\ JtHL by due:~ 1dulh.
Appro\lmatcly thirty d1ildw1, ,igcs h\c
through cightc:cn, h<1Jr l'f ¼ho .>re ha11,hc1p d
either mentally of phy,k-ally occupy tht• home
The children were once .Jc,.:, ,bed h) a I\ ,mun
\\·ho \\orkeJ at the home a, .. pie~e,; nf fur nltur\.· ,.

Behind everv good student,
lltere's agreat teacher.
\ll'lt that ro111e prep:.rt'II tu Wl,ill a led,hmi r~rt>tr,

take a look at sh.mng your gin by teaclung in
The Jirwark Public Sthool~.

·M,i,t <>f the chilJ,-n \\Clu .,handoncJ by their
parenls, who wer<· u11.1hk to deal with their ,1il•
m..::nh. ,o lh\!}' 1c-.1lly h~nc lh'I rcceiv~tf the." love
th.,L thev ,eetl, ' sai.t Re,ctcnd hazier of Rankm
c· I~· \ hi> b tn ult~ 3(1 i Jf for •he hf'
· s, •
1~ w,11 he,
c o ~1tnp1 lo,
th~ ch dre . · ,,11J ;{e,c1c111 raw,- h.'1., hc~n on
~e,e ii ,,thtr m1~,11 11 rrqh lo plac1.·, ,ueh ns. LI
Sah.1Jor, Ghana. ,m,J Zimh.1lmc, aml he ,a)• tb.,t
he C:\p11.·sst.--<l hi" int~1 e,t t11" rmssicm ,.-::nmp ,mJ

,tu..

1

1h:.i1 I lam\\ ,ts 1he tirst st. •1•cs1ion.

I ~m •01 " r H t b..c ,c I h,lll( to '""' •
a lll."rsun, and d· v \' Jnt to t>c i .er\ H;e tri t
d11ldrcn md the ••11•han.,~c." sn1.t Ekctwmc Studio maJor Anr..1 Hi11e
\\'mi, o( Hope i~ in 1.·on,t•int O\.'\.·,l ,)I diaixr-•.
ch1hll'tn\ dothc,, ,1ck.,, ,oal', Inv:;, hlanl..cl , vit
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£niov the rewards of teaching
in The Newark Public Schools.
lly choosing lo teach in ~e~ar~, you'll h.WI'
thP opportunity to become m111h~ in man\
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Reparations!
A Distinguished Panel Discussion and Dialogue

The Newark Pnblic &boob ba muhic-ultural
11nrk emironnwut that offers new 1eachel) an
ewellent st,'llting safary and com~titiw fringij
bentfils, inrhK!ing tnition reimhu!M'ment

Openings in these areas:
• Bilinguti

• ~lli>k , \'uual ilJlJ
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Prrforming:Ins
• Pl'l)~k.tl Edutati~n
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• World f,UJtU-lge

learn more now about
teaching in Newark, New Jersev.
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,ind 1,·irh lh' r-lurlrnti rifThe Newark Publir
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Job Fair for Teachers
Saturoav• I Februan• 23
8:30a.m. to 1:00 p,m,
Camrlen ~liddle School
:321 Bergen Street, ~ewmk
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Public Schools
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Tuesday, February 19, 2002
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The Blackbum Center
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Watch Your Mouth
nce again, President Bush has comments sparked rallies, protests, and
proven that his political career marches, and even American flag burnis not centered on what is best ing in the street. This kind of antifor the United States, but rather what is American sentiment makes it even
more difficult for us to
best for George Bush's
discover terrorist
career. As his approval
Our
View:
groups and nullify them
rating has climbed with
before they can attack
each new crisis in the war
against terrorism, it
President Bush is us. America needs to
on fostering a
appears that \1/ has fornot helping the Unit- work
relationship of trust and
gotten that America
ed
States
gain
allies
mutual respect, not one
needs allies not enemies
in
this
war
by
namof threats and nameto defeat terrorism. In
calling.
Bush's comrecent comments, he
ing countries entire
ments only illustrate
named the country of Iran
countries
evil.
exactly how this war on
as being part of an "axis
terrorism has morphed
of evil" that included Iraq
into a battle of good .
and North Korea, and
versus evil. with America being the
said that Iran might be the sight of
ultimate good. America needs a Presifuture American attacks because of its
dent who does not naively imagine a
terrorist elements. Now Iran has not
world draped in the easy to distinguish
historically been the most American
shades of black and white, but rather a
friendly counn·y in the world, but its
world that is one large ball of gray. In
new President has been making an
what appears to be a war we will be
active attempt to move the country
fighting
for years to come, the United
towards democracy and an uncorrupted
States needs as many allies as it can
government. However, with his illfind. President Bush needs to underadvised comments, President Bush
stand that while sticks ad stones might
damaged President Khatarni's efforts
break bones, ill-advised words can
and gave conservative groups that hate
kill.
the United States new hope. Bush's

r~ar 1~~~r11'(1

Defe~~ttt:

SIMONE MASON

Edir01ials Editor
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Lend a Hand
The recent suicide attempt on campus
hen a student attempts suicide
that is represents a very seri- follows two that occurred last school
ous problem. Suicide is year. The Metropolitan Police that a stusomething that all people on this campus dent jumped off of the school of business
last year and committed
should take seriously.
suicide. A graduate stuThere is a counselling
Ow·
View:
dent committed suicidcenter on campus that we
ed in his home last year.
should all encourage anyone who is showing signs Suicide and depres- We are lucky the student did not follow
that they are near having
sion
are
things
that
through with her
a breakdown. Too many
times peopleshy away people on this cam- attempt. We are lucky
to still have her, but who
from the thought of counpus should take
is to say the same thing
seling and think that there
more seriously
will happen next time.
is some stigma attached to
We urge all students to
it. There is not.
College is a time when .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, take the counseling services the University
there arc so many stressful things thrown
at anyone. Stresses are a part of life, but offers very seriously. We encourage the
everyone does not deal with them the University to solicit peer counselors who
same way. Some people crack to the pres- might make talking about issues with
sure. That is why we need to take others students their age more comfortable.
Let's try to keep our eyes and ears open
serious when they confront us with these
issues. That is why we as students, admin- and look out for the ones close to .
istrators. faculty and friends need to take
the time to tlisten when the ones we are
close to call out for our help.
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What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly
with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias. Please
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
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Howard
University Stuck in
Primitive
Academia
Khalfani Walker

E

ach semester I register for classes. often late,
and find myself painstakingly trying to
achieve overrides into course, that will land
me one step closer to graduation. I really do not mind
the overrides, but most of the time r am trying 10 get
into courses I would prefer not to take. In addition 10 a
pre-assembled list of courses one must take in their
ma1or and minor. there are divisional requirements that
you have to take in order to graduate. I do not gripe at
the system as much as I do with the selection of courses offered at Howard University.
Al other universities. courses on Tupac·s and Biggie's lyrics. the influence of hip-hop in present day
American society. and exploring negative black images
in mass media arc juxtaposed with traditional Intro. 10
Afro-American Studies. Modern Caribbean Literature,
and Blacks in the Dia.,pora. There are also courses on
Malcolm X. Race and Tolerance in America, and
courses that study the effects of terrorism. Unfortunately. Howard University has yet 10 follow suit and
offer a face-lift to the traditional curriculum and list of
divisional courses offered. What makes me more upset
is thar predominately white institutions are teaching
rheir students about African Americans and aspects of
American life that affec1 black people, and Howard
Universiry still has nothing of the sort.
I miked to my brother that auends Columbia University to find ou1 what courses he was taking. As an economics major, he has the freedom 10 explore by raking
courses such as Islam in Society and Islamic Civilizalions, courses that are relevant to his lite while meeting
requirements established b)' the University. My cours•
es echo a different sentiment. leaving my selection limited. I have 10 t.1kc Shakespeare as an Englbh major 10
graduate, as well as Language Issues. The problem is
that I have no interest in either course. which I regre1 to
admil as an English major. but I can honestly say that I
have no intentions of revisiting these subjec1s upon
completion of the courses. I suspect that more students
would not limil themselves when choosing majors.
minors, or electives if courses where offored that actu•
ally appc,1led to tl1em while benefiting them.
Now I am going to go out on a li mb. I wonder if
s1udents would perform belier in courses that they
actually enjoy an<l where relev:1n1 to i"ues they are
confronted with e\'cry day on their lives• Student,
would bea1 down the doors of the various departments
to regbter for courses, unlike now where students only
light for a few remaining seats in Introduction 10 Afro.
American Studies courses. Is chat how the Ivy League
schools do it? I know Howard would have 10 find professors who are willing to leach these bold new topics.
'Howecer, there mu;,t be competent professors teaching
the course rhm share an interest in the topic. Perhaps
now is time for some professors 10 retire and allow new
professors 10 come and breathe new lifo into Howard
University's academic courses. Imagine the day on
Howard"s campus when students are enrolled in courses they actually want to take and are eager to hear a
professor who is passionate about an interesting sub•
jeer matter. I will wait for chat day.
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PERSPECTIVES
Viola Forbin

-

Beef Man
Antijuan Jackson
Question: You ever wonder wh'f in evef"f area where there are dru9s,
there is this hu9e 'Dru9 Fru u,ne' si9n. Now I ain't one to 9et into a
bi9 Gonspirac.'1 theof"f, but wasssup that? I 9uess it's l(inda \il(e the
Martin Luther t(in9 strut thin9, For 'fa\\ that don't !(now, let's just sa~
•ifs not the most non-violent strut in an'f Gitf rust somethin9 to mal(e
'fOU wonder that's a\\...

9

Education for the
Negro
The purpose of most curriculums is 10 create
"well rounded" students. People who will eventually
help better further the communities they will live in
and maybe the world at large. But does the educarion we receive really free us and cha.llenge us
towards clarity of thought? Is our "education" simply intended to be that way, but j1m isn't really "cUt•
ting it," or does our education really provide us with
the necessary weapons to free our minds? I'm
thinking. perhaps we have to search for clarity in
thought and consciously strive towards being well
rounded and educated ourselves, ouL~ide of ucade-

mia.
Howard University prides itself on developing
leaders for America and the Global Community.'
All of this is well intended, but is knowledge of self
or the path to self-mastery to be found in schooling.
Don't get me wrong. we get grem "education·· at
Howard, but I know there can be more substance
and greater intellectual challenges in oUt classes,
especially since we are supposed to be molded to be
the next generotion Black leaders.
A couple of questions sprung to my mind on us a,
a people being mis-educated. as I overheard a con•
versation in rhe hallway about a discussion on
Carter
G. Woodson's book. ·Toe Mis-education of
ues. You can all service this university by addressing and
the
Negro."
I had no c lue that he had served as facacting on any pertinent issue that comes to mind while
ulty
here
at
Howard
and was a native Washington•
attending Howard. The more issues that students are
inn.
He
also
was
greatly
instrumental in the institu•
attacking. the better it is. In the long run. each student is
tion of Black History in schools. His ideology was
working towards one main goal: ..A Better Howard University''. With Howard Uni,•ersi1y's 1heme being ..Leader- that blacks should elevate themselves through com•
munity service. Long after its publication, the book
ship for America and the Global Community," we must
still continues to be influential and relevant in our
lirst help the Howard Community.
Also. all students need to support each other. Although world today.
On February 28th. there is a discussion here on
you may be working on something else, you can lend a
campus
on the relevance of this book. in which panhand to others. Whether it's showing up to a meeting or
elists
from
major disciplines will provide an exegesending an emai l in favor of idea,, all rhe support helps.
sis
of
the
text
rhrough their disciplinary lenses. They
UGSA and HUSA are ac the centerfold of leadership at
would comprise of Dr. Harrell from the Psychology
Howard; they work on different projects. but they both
department, the Communication and Culture's Dr.
support each orher and work together on the long run.
And just for those who missed the point of this article, I Richard Wright, Philosophy department's Dr. Lee
Brown, Dr. Veronica Thomas from Education and
am NOT trying to make excuses for Student Leaders to
History department Dr. Dana Hale. The forum is to
disregard what other studenL~ want accomplished: I am
be
followed by questions rutd answers.
simply saying that as Howard University students, everyThis
should prove to be a great opportunity for
one has the choice, ability and intellect to take a personal
learning and exposure omside the classroom on an
stance on an issue with action in mind.
issue that cnn relate to mo,1 discipline, and better
Further more, I an, saying that power is in numbers.
still be a foundation for adding value to the educaThe more people that arc concerned. that are "riting let•
tion we are supposed to be getting here at Howard.
ters, that are signing p,!titions. that are taking action, that
This may make little sense to many, but in my gut
are SOLVING PROBLEMS, the more powerful you (the
I
feel
like there is so much more we a.II should be
students) are becoming. Students. you possess more power
knowledgeable
about, especial ly in relation to being
than you know, and when banned together. you are the
Black in America. Seeking an undel'!.tanding of the
most powerful.
significance of the works of those who have gone
before us and an understanding of the motivarions
behind them is important. We should all work on
Rrme/1 M. Droke is a senior computer science major
confronting our personal "Mis-Education," at events
/mm Gar:,: Indiana. He is the Presidellf of the Engineer•
like these. especially during Black History Month.
ing. Affhitec/1/re ,md Compwer Sciences S111dent Council
and the HUSA Policl' Board Clwirman. flt• can b,·
reached at big_droke@yahoo.cam
.

If You See A Problem, Then Solve It
By Russell M. Drake

W

aiting on a shuttle in front of the Architecture
Building for nearly an hour on Monday
capped off a series of problems that plague
the Howard University campus. As I sac there in the cold
wait ing, my day, which was highlighted by the first Election Speakour, was quickly dampened by the negligible
shuttle service of Howard Universiry. Not to say that it is
the bus drivers· fault that they don't know how often or
frequently they are supposed 10 run in an hour, but somebody should be to blame.
In addition to bad bus service. which I am sure others
have been victim 10, there are many other problems that
are visible everyday on the campus. These problems
include. but are not limited to: over-priced cafeteria food,
lack of housing facil:ties. inadequate protocol by teachers
(a syllabus is required). no accurate bus schedule. numerous security issues, and anything else Lhnt just seems intolerable to any Howard University student.
Now. many srudents see these problems and verbally
complain about them. Vocalizing issues makes them
known, but it doesn't help to create a solution 10 the problems. Students could bring the is,ue, to their Student
Council Presidents or 10 their UGSA Representatives. but
student government oflicers find 1hemselves swamped
with lots of other things like geuing budgets approved,
organizing event~ and going to conferences. thus limiting
their time and ability to listen to and act on all of the student body's issues. Student government officials are there
10 serve their constituents. yet at the ,ame time there are
many other obligations chat they have to meet also. In
essence, elected student officers can't do it all.
So what am I gelling at? I'm saying If You Can See a
Problem, THEN SOLVE IT!!! As Howard University studencs. leadership is one of your core values. Each student
has the potential to lead when necessary. Instead of waiting for others to act on issues that are important to you, act
on them yourself. You can get the ball rolli ng and others
will follow suit. Service is another one of your core val•

Khn/Jani \\t,lker is a senior English major/mm
l/m1.,rm1, TX.

PLEASE NOTE:

.

The views expressed on the Perspective pages of The Hilltop
are the opinions of the authors nanzes above them.
They do not reflect the views of The Hilltop Editorial Board.

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
After reading last Friday's issue of
the Hilltop and coming across the arto•
cle entitled "AKA Auction Makes
Waves," we decided that we had to
respond to the piece by Kerri-Ann
Hamilton. While we commend Ms.
Hamilton for covering our organization·,
event, we have to question what The
Hilltop considers newsworthy. While an
auction does create a path for controversy, we must also question why, although
there have been several auctions this
year, our event was the only one that
was thoroughly high lighted in your
paper. Was it because it was one of the
more conservative and classy Howard
auctions that required participartts 10
fol low a strict dress code (evident in the
photo accompanying last week', story)?
Obviously not, because this aspect was
never discussed in Ms. Hamilton's article. However, Ms. Hamilton did focus
on the Washington Wizards who were in
attendance, which is understandable
since it is rare for local celebrities to
support Howard University fundraisers.
Yes, NBA stars always create media
frenzy: however, we believe that our
programming and commun ity service
(the heart of our organization) deserve
more coverage in the Hilltop.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated, like other Pan-Hellenic
and university-sponsored organizations.
has been hosting in formative programs

all year. The program s have fc
topics and themes that focus on
ing our purpose: 10 cultivate and
encourage high scholastic and ethica l
standards; to promote unity and friend•
ship among college women; to study
nnd help alleviate problems concerning
girls and women~ to maintain a progressive interest in coll ege life; and to be of
service to all mankind. We ha,,e conducted a wide array of programs for the
Howard University community including:
" lou Can Make a Difference"
Comm1111ity Service Drive
Hip-Ifop: How Far is Too Far?
Sources of lrltemational T~nsio11

Living Life Afterwards: Dealirtg with tire Aftermath of Rape
Combating HIV and AIDS
"Celebration of Restoratio11"
Gospel Concert
The Dati11g Game: How to
Maintain Healthy Relationships
Mirror, Mlrror: ,t Forum 011
African-America11 Skincare
'$ts We Remember" Poetry
Cipher
Say What Karaoke
Self-Defense: Not Being a Victim
/laving "It": Recognizing the
Greatness Within
Is Perceptio11 Reality? Disc11ssi11g the Media's Portrayal of Black
WOme11

l'i'ccious S. Umunna,
President. Alpha Chapter. Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Our next endeavors include a series of
Black History Programs scheduled for
February 1311' and February 201• in
Douglass Hall Room 116. and February
26"' in the Gallery in Blackburn Center.
We invite the Hilltop, the Howard Community and the DC community-at-l arge
to join us as we reflect on the trials and
tribul ations. contributions, and accompl i~hments of African -Americans. In
April. we will be sponsoring our annua l
Health Weck and "King of the Ivy," a
scholarship pageant for the men of
Howard University. The "'King of the
Ivy" will garner a $500 book award,
will be the official male representation
of the chapter, and will implement a
yearlong service project. Again, the
ladies of Alpha Chapter. Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Incorporated invite the
Hilltop and the entire commun ity to join
us as we continue to blaze new trails
through programming and service.

'
Lauren T. Williams
AKA Connection Chair. Alpha Chapter. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Have a
perspective?
Submit it to The
Hilltop at
thehilltop@
hotmail.com.
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FEB.15-17
. HU SHARKS @North East Conference Cha1npionships@ U.M.B.C .
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@ South of the Border Tournament in S. Carolina., Feb 16
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@ George Mason Invitational, Sat., Feb. t 6 and
@ MEAC INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS,

,.

Feb. 22-23 in nearby Landover, MD - Check this out!!

@ Lehigh U., Feb 16-17 & @ George Washington U., Feb. 2
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@ Va. Commonwealth U., Feb 18 & VMI, Feb. 23-24
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THE LADY BISON
STILL UNDEFEATED (13-0) in the MEAC
& THE BISON (8-5 in the MEAC)
@ FAMU, Feb.16 & @ Bethune-Cookman Coll., Feb.18
Congratulations to Lad)· Bison 4'or two lvins and to the Bison for one win in Baltimore!!
NEXT HOME GAMES: Sat., Feb. 23 vs. Norfolk State & Mon., Feb. 25 vs. Hampton _
Student basketball game tickets will be distributed NEXT WEEK
1\1 \ -..['. -'f"..
@ Blackburn Center starting at 11:00AM, Friday and Monday Only
l\1ar. 4-9
FIRST EVER HU VARSITY WOMEN S SOFTB L L IS COMING ...MARCH 19! Richmond, VA.
Division of Student Affairs

.-~- --

February 2002
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Get Your Mac On!
Please see B2
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Omar Makes the 'Dollar Bills Y'all·'
and He Means 'Reel' Business
Determined on doing big things, McGee
" already has his sights on his latest projects. ·-rm working on a feature film," said
McGee. While the idea can't be fully discussed. McGee assures that it will be something controversial that you've never seen
before.
For Howard students that are interested in
jumping into the business, McGee gives a
survival kit to those who dare to venture to
Hollywood. "If you really want to get into
this industry you can·t waste your summers," said McGee. ••Jt's not all about education, but, instead, it's more about experi-

By Jonathan C Sims
Life & Style Editor

I.. lk)ogie hooks up" ith another R~1e Stur

•! Valentine's Day is over and your
epression has started to fade away. Well.
it hasn·~ it will by the end of these
degrees. 111is \\eek l give you somed1ing for the
kids. Somebody watch R Kelly while I do this.
While on die subject of kid,, we can say that there
maybe some beef in what use to be love land. Well
yes, 3LW is in the studio reconling dieirnew album
A Girl Qm Mack. and it seem; as if one of their
songs is hitting the tail of your foorite little rap ,uti,t
(hey just bear with me) ... Lil Bo"o". In a track
tided "'l Think 1Wanna Leave With You" 15 yearold group member, Kiely Wilfu11n5 mps, "I hang
with big dogs/ So what"s a Lil' Bow Wow·r- Well,
she didn't stop talking to the lyric. In an i111erview
she said, "Little boy, like to throw rocks at girls
v.hentheylikethcm. Youknowwhat"' Hcwasirying to play us out tv. ice on national television. I had
10 come with somed1ing. I don't wanna leave wid1
you because you're like 3 feet tall. I can't me.ss with
that."' Can we .ay bitter? They are \\-Orking hard
on their second album and thb week started to work
on a track with PDiddy ... \\'hile on the,ubject of
P Diddy it looks like Howard's favorite Bad Boy
will be working alongside a couple other "bad
boys,"' NS)llC. Nsync announced this week that P
Diddy and Ginu\\ine \\ould join them on theirtour
a, opening acts. P Diddy who surprised New \ork•
ers this we.:k \\hen he reunited \\ith h1, protfgc
Mary J BUgc in R;idm City Hall during her No
More Drama concert can·t wait to open up for the
boy band. The Celebrity Tour will be in die DC area
on April l3"' ... spea1.;ng of tours. it seems like
Queensbridge will be making a stop right around
the comer from Howard. Nas ha., set hi, Stillmatic Tour dates. Ye,;, he will be m the 9:30 club on
March 5th so all )'OU Nas fan, diat go all the way
back to the "'B:ubeque·· get your ticket., .. .Speaking
of b:ubeque and beef and Na<, it would only be
apparent to mention what is brewing m this battle.
With rumors d1at Ja}•Z i, in the ,wdio prep,iring
something d1at will make 'Ether" flat line. It looks
like Jay is giving ,omething from die anticipation
on the ritle tmck to ·Best of Both World,' hemps
·•0on·1 you know I eal ether and breathe acid. we,"\k
ba.tardsT' ... Hey. He)( Hey don't take it personal.
But it looks as if R Kelly (liey I said these degrees,
were for the kids) is capilalizing on thi, beef brewing and ha.screatedhisown beef. Sowhoi, R Kellv
·•dissing" on the album. He make.sdirect inference",
to all of d1o,,e artists that hase bit his Slyh!. On a tmck
labeled "Hold Up"' that mixes handclaps and guitars on die heat. KcUy throws a blow singing, "'20\
on the drop,' Blue antl yellow rock'1 Keke yelling
stop/ Si!i-q6's album tloppe<l." Well. we se,: a reference to A,-ant and Sisqo. Anotl,er song called
··Shake Your Body," features Kelly addressing
singers" ho have gotten rich by biting his style, and
once again, he calls out Sisq6. KcllC) said, "It ain't
really no beef. I just didn"t appreciate how my man
got on TV and said he was shutting ii down when
it came to R&B. I ain't gonna lie, it triggered me a
little bit where I hadtospeakupon that." Kelly also
calls him a "'bum" on another tmck. Why the Hate
Kelly, Why'! And you know Anmt and Dru Hill
bod1 have ,tlbunts dropping thi, year so Kelly might
wnntto watch llis back .. ..While on the subJcCI of
Kell) and Jny-Z it looks as if their allies in producing are finally ready to step oul on their own.
TiieNcptuncs who are like the "e.. of producers are
finally dropping their NERD project (meaning
··No One Ever Really Dies') /11 Searrlz ofv.11ich will
drop March 12"'. 11ie two have :tlso finished teammg up with super produoer on the video cin:uit
HyJ)I! Willian~ v.-ho filmed their video for their next
single ··Rock Star." Now aren·t they a perfect
mutch? And finally. )'Ou have probably heard it this
week. its probably ,pread like a bad case of herpes.
Si, Wi, Ya, Yes. whatever language you speak L.'luryn Hill is back. 1told you last year. but tl1erc 1,
something complicated about this. ·'A Perfect
Match," the song that )'Oil are hearing on WK YS
93.9 is not officially off her album. Who's
album...Kali Ranks' ls/a,11/ Gir/swhich came out
last year. She also sings on the chorus 10 his version of the song. and ha., another song on his album
called "'Poetry." Ranks is a Reggae artis1 so be
warned, and it is hard to find so don't try Best Bu)(
tr)' die Internet. But if )'Oil are waiting for her official debut, look towards late Mardi for her single
"'Rebel" m drop on r.idio airwaves. And with that
all said and done, I have to go. I heanl that Sisqo
has a new "dis.. to R Kelley called "J11,1 Kiddin..
(no pun intended). And )"U know if you didn't get
the connection, then you have JUSt been disconnectcxl.

ID

Since James Naismith invented basketball.
the game has not seen that much evolution
or impact until the NBA was formed. But
with "'Baller,'" trampling down hard wood
floors, the e\'Olution of the game of basketball has still been untouched until now.
Producer, director, and writer Omar McGee
captures the rare essence of the game in and
off the coun.
McGee's documentary ··Dollar Bill Y'all,"
which is scheduled to be released later in
the year, chronicles the life of many players and stars in the NBA from Trncy
McGrady to Vince Carter. "'I want to give
a clear idea of what young players are going
1hrough,"' said McGee. The fascinating
1hing, however, is that McGee bas produced n full-scale documentary that exposes the NBA forthe good and forthe bad. "It
shows the basketball league in a whole differem light," said McGee. ·· 'Dollar Bill'
takes diem away from their profession.''
Wid1 scenes of avid drug use and orgies,
McGee treads a path in the industry that is
rarely walked. "'I like controversy;• McGee
said.
Once a high school basketball player,
McGee kept his contacts from those teammates that went on to play college and
NBA ball 10 start the funding of this project. An alumnus of Howard Universit)\
Omar used his connections to birth this project, which started a year ago. The year
long project physically took McGee on a
journey. ·'It was real hard, 1went in hiding
for a year;• said McGee. ··1 was traveling 10
5 different cities a week"' as he would begin
to film the lives of NBA and college players off the bard wood.
Though on the road, McGee knew he
could find solace in the support system
that he found engrained at Howard.
··Thanks to Or. Latta and Professor
Sanders," McGee said ...... while 011 the
road I could call them for help if I needed
something:· ,\lcGee still has a strong love
for Howard even though he has moved on

ence.''

A 'Ihle DalJer: Omar 1\1cGtt l~at life in the !"\'DA in upcoming mO\ie

10 the silver screen. "'This school is very
supporth·e:· McGee ,aid. "Howard dcfinitely helped me out in my career.'' And talent was evident in McGee·s tenure. when he
captured the Paul Robeson Award for
"Stakes is High" m I999. his short film
about a bank robbery.
Shooting "Dollar Bin;• which was picked
up by Sony Pictures. was a learning experience for McGee. He wrote, produced,
and directed the entire project. This task
which can prove 10 be taxing. has only
madeOmarbetterasabusines.man. "!twas
cool," J\kGee s.iid focused. A man from
Flint.Michiganonamissiontosucceedhad
never been a ,tranger lo obstacles. ''I never
had a lot, :md I learned you had to work to

JohnQ
Holds Up Theatres
is upstairs in the main hospital a new heart.
Duvall's character uses scare tactics to get
Q to give up but, the love that Q has for his
TI1ere are few movies that are able to bal- son Michael is stronger than any negotiation.
ance drama between action. Well, New And Q in the film is Duvall's character's
Line Cinema would make a gymnast jealous minor road block, the other being the Cilief
with the release of their action/drama John of Chicago's Police Oepanment (played by
Ruy Liotta) whom is more focused on the
Q. When doing the film. New Line knew
what it was doing when diey enlisted the spotlight of cameras with this situation
help of veteran academy award winner Den- because it is election time.
The movie has tL5 moments, but it has one
zel Washington and critically acclaimed
defining moment. John Q has a cliffhanger
actor Robert Duvall.
A little league baseball game in Chicago that is indescribable. John Q shows viewbalances reality of life's spontaneity when ers what lengths a parents undying love and
John Q. Archibald's son, Michael, falls sick. where it would really go.
There is action that is reminiscent of Die
Already in a ··barely making it" fiJ,ancial situation John (played by Oenul Washington) Hard. Underlying conspiracy as in Enemy
and his wife Denise (played by Kimberly of the State, and countless hospital scenes
Elise from Set it Off) are faced with the that put Soul Food's to shame.
Washington executes a convincing performortality of their son who is lying in a hospital. The problem with his son's illness is mance. but he didn't steal the show. The
that he needs a new heart. A new heart Oscar would definitely have to go to Kimmeans money that his insurance doesn't berly Elise this time around. Confronting
cover. And the hospital's chief of staff, Anne Heche·s character crying, --1 could tell
(played by Anne Heche) seems to be having you what I think of you. but I am a Christ•
problems with her heart also. She turns ian." Elise will definitely be getting some
down Q's request to be put on the donor's list scripts after diis. Her loving mother char•
for a new heart because the family doesn't acter, didn't seem like an act. Elise and
Washington's passion for their son, along
have the funds.
Facing the preventable inevitableness of his with their faith in God. made viewers walk
son's death, the community begins 10 reach out of the theatre misty-eyed. To do a bad
ou1 to help, ranging from church and neigh- review of this movie would be an injustice
bors to coworkers. In these efforts, John in itself. So you don't have to truM me on
Archibald raises more than $20,000, but anything else, but this i, a movie that you
still it isn·t enough. As the c lock ticks, he is MUST SEE.
faced with his son inching up c)n death and
his wife witnessing the slow death of their
only child. Left with few options and the
clock ticking louder, he sees on ly one
choice-take over Hope Memorial Hospital.
'171is hospital is under new management
now, free health care for everyone," said Q.
It was not just an HMO's worst nightmare.
but a hostage negotiator"s as well. Q takes
over an emergency room and shows he
means business when he takes a pregnant
couple, sick infant, a white couple and :,
bleeding black man (played by Eddie Grif•
fin) hostage. Robert Duvall who plays
Chicago ·s hostage negotiator tries to pull
some of his skills in compronlise when Q
refuses to let anyone go.
()('nzel \\bhinA:lon lokcs the big screen hoslnge in
Q"s only request is to get llis dying son who New Unc Cinemn"s John Q

get what you want, and once you love some•
thing stick with it," said McGee. He took
this work ethic to Hollywood where he is
beginning to climb to the top, but he·s not
stopping there.
McGee, who has also produced videos
and commercials in Germany and done a
video for artist MC Breed, has made plans
to open a production company soon.
McGee is setting his eyes on Atlanta. which
is becoming the entertainment capital of the
south. With labels like So So Def and La
Face and artists like Usher and Oulkast
located in the ATL, McGee is looking to
show the industry what else he can do. "'I
want to create a company capable of doing
anything."' said McGee.

McGee understands the importance of a
good education. and he also knows the
value of quality internships. While enrolled
at Howard. he was the only African-American to participate in an intensive summer
program at Steven Speilberg 's School of
Film at USC. '")'l>u really have to take
ad,-antage of your opportunities," McGee
said, "learn the business, perfect the business ... in front of everything remember its
just that-a business:·
He also is always open for other people
who are serious about their craft, whether
it's writing, directing, producing, or anything that they are good al. On the '"Dollar Bill" soundtrack he looks forward to
having some Howard acts appear on it. " I
want to keep it in the family, keep it
Howard," said McGee, 'Tm always look•
ing for new faces and searching for talent."
He is currently working with Howard stu•
dent Ayanna Partee on his nex.t endeavor.
He offered words of wisdom to those
who wish to journey the same road. "You
can't trust everybody in the business," said
McGee. ··11earned to treat people the way
they treat you ... rll go the e.,tra mile for
you:· McGee who aspires to win an Oscar
as Best Director and be at Speilberg 's sta•
tus in the next twenty years, knows the
promise of his future and what it will take
for him to get there. ··1 don·t want 10
st0p,"' said McGee. And with all be has
accomplished in four years, who would
want to?

'Jwin Peeks: Italian Designers Takeover Runway

By Jonathan C Sims
Life and Style Editor

By Alysha Cobb
Hilltop S1:1ff Writer
Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana of
Milan. Italy have long been known for their
daring approach to fashion. Starting from
meager beginnings, the two met in 1980
when they were working s assistants in an
atelier in :'v11lan. Whal began as a fashionconsulting studio in 1982 resulted into the
international audience that loyally follows
D&G design, today. Since I985, Dolce &
Gabbana fashions have turned the runways
upside down and re-written the face of
fashion. They won international acclaim in
1986 wi01 their first collection and opened
their first boutique in Japan three years
later.
ln 1990 D&G presented their lirs1 men's
collection and opened ti women's boutique
in Milan. That same year the duo commenced designing the Complice line for the
Genny Group in Milan (Complice was
designed by Versace from 1975 10 1981 and
then by Claude Montana until 1987).
And they have been making history ever
since. The world-renowned duo has
designed for the likes of Whitney Houston,
Sean "'P-Diddy'· Combs, ;1nd Britney
Spears. In November of 2001, the international fashion team brought their cutting
edge design to New York City's legendary
Roseland Ballroom and transformed the
entire Ballroom for Madonna·s world tour.
They were also responsible for designing
the material girl's wardrobe for the same
·•cyberroundupinsrnlmion'" Gala.
Now, Dolce & Gabbana is not de.signed for
the fair at heart - expect lots of the 80,

excess (i.e. very bright colors). The
Spring/Summer 2002 line features a paint•
splattered collection, where stripy officer's
fatigues and cargo pants, ripped logo Tshirts and multi-colored biker boots all got
a blast of color.
Stefano Gabbana and Domenico Dolce
presented their spring-summer 2002 collection before a backdrop of a battered old
gym. Their models had suitably honed bod·
ies but mo,t of the clothes looked like they
been attacked by a gang of graffiti artists,
which w;IS not surprising, as they had been.
The design duo hired a small army of local
underground ··taggers" to paint most of the
outfits in the show. Fashion does not end
with just clothing alone- accessories are a
necessity.
Fear not because Dolce and Gabbana
have covered every aspect of the industry.
The Dolce & Gabbann eyeglasses collection 2002 reflects the great ability of
Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, 10
draw from tradition yet produce completely original results. The shapes are aggres•
sive but elegant, and create an image that
is exuberant, forceful, witty and capricious.
TI1e dynamic duo has two American flagship stores one on Madison Ave. in New
York City and another in Bal Harbour,
North Miami's most upscale shopping
address. The company has just published
a book ·•IO Years of Dolce& Gabbana"
illustrating the history of the designers
with pictures from some of fashion's top
pbo1ographers. With their avant-garde
style, Dolce & Gabbana is sure to contin•
ue to set trends and shatter traditions across
the world.
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By: Tiffany Reynolds

By Derrick Brown
Contributing Writer
Black, African-American, Negro, what do they all
mean? Are they just words or do they mean something more? There are many different opinions of
what it means to be an African-American. Elizabeth Ridley author of Throwing Roses and Rainey's
Lament said, "Being black is more than just a name,
it's more than wearing an X cap. It means being
committed to furthering our race and nurturing our
children. It means possessing a history of more than
300 years of fighting fur freedom and equality."
Howeve~ different people have different opinions.
Being an African-American means a lot of things
to a lot of people. Recently 6 students spoke out
about what exactly they thought it meant to be an
African-American and how they would be celebrating Black History Month.
Alicia Lewis a sophomore communications major
from Maryland seemed as though the question
caught her off guard. She took a second to gather
herselfbefure stating "I am a person with a dark stain
who has a harder time in life than white people. A
person who will never be looked at as good or smart
as a white person."
Lewis feels that she will never be treated equally
or given the same opportunities as a white person;
many blacks throughout the country share this sentiment. Lewis says she will probably spend Black
History month the same way she does every yearwatching a couple of specials or reading a book or
two. She said she'd like to do more but has had trouble fmding activities concerning Black History
Month.
Jere! Keels a junior psychology major from Michigan said, "It means that I have to work hard to continue my long legacy of hard workers from the past
that have given me the opportunity to be where I
am today."
That opportunity is one that Keels cherishes yet
it seems that many people are often not aware or
appreciative of the hard work that the people before
them put in. Keels will celebrate Black History
Month by going to some of the on campus activities that honor blacks.
Alfons Prince a sophomore engineering major
from Washington D.C. stopped to think when he
was posed with the question. He said even though
that should be an easy question it was actually very
complicated. After a few minutes Prince responded by saying, "Being an African-American means
that I have to work hard in life. White people represent individuals; I am representing so many more
than just me. My actions and accomplishments

reflect on both my ancestors and peers.''

Black people are often stereotyped into groups and
it appears that Prince would like to see the group
viewed positively. Realizing he is a representative

for that group he knows he must be positive if he
wants the group to be looked at positively. He plans
on celebrating Black History Month by spending
time with his family and reading up on his ancestors.
Nicole Ferguson a sophomore communications
major from Florida is obviously aware of the hardships that blacks endured to get to this point, but
rather than looking at it negatively she feels that it
has made the race stronger and more determined.
"Being an African American is being invisible in
our country. With a history that has been stolen from
us we now stand on a foundation of slavery and
oppression, and that is how others define us. But
being an African-American also means that we are
stronger, more determined people and success is a
great and well-fought achievement," said Ferguson.
Nicole says she tries to make every month Black
History Month by always learning more about the
contributions that her people made to this country.
Shakyra Stanfield a freshmen biology major from
Michigan spoke about the fighting spirit that has
become a trademark of African-American culture.
"When I think of African-American I think of a
strong united people that has been through many
struggles and battles. It means hope intelligence and
pride. I believe our people before us were fighters
and that characteristic has been passed down over
the years," said Stanfield. Shakyra said she plans
to celebrate Black llistory Month by reading a book
that is not highly publicized and then share it with
her family.
Dwight Fortune a senior accounting major from
Indiana responded immediately as if he'd been
waiting for someone to ask him that question. He
said, "It means the opportunity to become who or
what I want to be. It means my dreams can
become reality. The best part is doing so with a
unique flavor, a distinct flavor, from a colorful
race."
He appears proud of his race and feels that being
an African-American gives one the chance to succeed in a unique way. Fortune currently has no
plans to celebrate Black History Month but he
may attend some of the various events around the
city to honor African Americans.
From these four statements it's quite obvious that
African-American is definitely more than just a
word. It is also clear that the word means something different to everyone. From Alicia who felt
she would always be at a disadvantage because of
her color, to Dwight who feels that being black
allows him the advantage of achieving success in
his own unique way. They each had their own
opinions and all made good points.
In celebration of Black llistory Month there will
be various events going on around campus including a Gala dinned honoring poet and play writer
Sonia Sanchez on Thursday and a video series on
great black women showing on Friday in the Undergraduate library sub level I . Remember these were
just the opinions of 6 students only you can decide
what being African-American means to you.

---------- -
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eating area, it has definitely played a major
role in attracting more people to the area.
Chung remarks, "We are doing very well
for only being here for seven months. The
only other major make-up line in this area
is Sephoria ... but there is no competition
between us; we actually work pretty well
together." Properly standing in her sheik,
black outfit, and dolled face, Chung replies

A woman's face is as precious as the makeup that compliments its unique, dynamic
realm. Countless women use the simplistic, at times sloppy, but in the same context,
a creative way of highlighting their features
for the relentless appeal. Who would have
ever thought the red lip gloss of the early
1960s, an imitation of women breaking
away from stereotypes, would progress to
such an advanced stage with tear jerking eye
shadows and sun touched womanhood
while breaking the boundaries that are suppose to tame them, MAC?
Although it has only been 7 months ,
Georgetown has nurtured another successful shop in the area. Sales representative
and manager Kelly Chung, spoke of MAC
with confidence and prestige. Chung had
stated amongst the encounter "We're the
best. .. in customer service ... in everything," said Chung.
Still a baby in the diverse shopping and

with assurance "Our number one priority is
customer service ... we are here to enhance

and correct."
Yet, some Howard students question the
value of MAC. Sheri Steward, 19 year-old
business major said, "I personally do not
think make-up gives a girl her natural look
... MAC make-up line is something that I
would not be so excited to shop for, but if I
for some reason was to buy make-up I
would consider MAC, but most likely I
would try to find a cheaper product."
A Communications major, Turquoise Toppin, with a stunning style and complimentary light eye shadow and bit of lip -gloss,
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By Johndell Hill

tion of HIV as a health threat among the
HIV-uninfected and a gradual shift in community norms about sex. This includes peer
pressure to be unsafe and celebration of
"bare-backing"-penetrative sex without a

HIV has been around for the majority of
our lives. HIV is still transmitted through
unprotected sex. This sex in particular is

comments on MAC's innovative approach
on make-up. "I consider it the best line of
make-up," said Toppin. "The product is
good and it lasts ... you get what you pay
for." However, Toppins asserted that certain
items are a given for any make-up collection. "I do not wear a lot of make-up, but I
do feel that eyeliner and lip gloss, are two
necessities that I always feel I should have
... a necessity for most women."
Yet, Chung's opinion is different from Ms.
Toppins, based on her personal sales at the
MAC in Georgetown. "Blot-powder (a
touch-up base for oily skin) and all the lip
product are two things most women purchase and should have in their purse at all
times," said Chung. "MAC's glass or lip
gloss, is the best selling product, by far."
The Lip Glass has been a popular item for
both the simple, cuteness during the day and
enticing, seduction lip appeal at night.
So what is in store for Spring 2002?
"Beginning February 28 ..." began Chung
excitedly, "our spring line will be available
to the public, but unfortunately the products

irt
By Amyre Makupson
Contributing Writer

Pregnancy is a word all too common
among young people today. Four in I 0
women will become pregnant at least

It is no doubt that HIV, which was once a
white gay male disease, is now prevalent in
the black community. It is still killing our
family members, and it is growing. Communities of color have been hit particularly
hard. The Center for Disease Control estimates that between 120,000 to I60,000 adult
and adolescent females are living with HIV
infection including AIDS. Of those numbers,
about 77% are women of African American
or Hispanic decent. These numbers are harsh
because African American and Hispanic
women represent less than one fourth of all

but to the Washington, DC area in general."
So, the figures are not that high, but Howard
University is still located in the HIV/AIDS
infected area.
Essence Sweat, freshman, marketing major
said, " It causes you not to want to get to
involved with anybody because it's so rampant in the DC area."
"The infection rate on campus is an elusive figure. It is confidential information and
if students don't tell us, we don't know," said
Mundey when asked about how much HIV

on this campus every year, but unwanted
pregnancies can easily be prevented.

American women.
"We are seeing a rise in heterosexual trans-

knows what the Student Health Center tells
them and the Student Health Center knows
what the students tell them. The truth is that
no one has been very forthcoming about the

the fastest growing in the HIV/AIDS community. Also, there is still no cure.

is on campus. The administration at Howard

mission. Also, we think it's because of bisexual activity in males and who sleep with men
and women may contribute to the rise in HIV
in women," said Dr. Lynette Mundey, Associate Director for Clinical Services. According to the Center for Disease Control, het-

virus.

erosexual contact is now the greatest risk for

women. In 1999, 40% of women with AIDS
were infected through heterosexual contact
and 27% were injection drug users.
Mundey agrees with the CDC's statistics
stating, "The number of women of color,
especially black women is increasing at a
faster rate than other populations."
Some of the other issues revolving around
increased infection rate are denial of risk,

meaning people don't believe that they can
be infected. "The hardest thing for a young
adult to understand is that they are not invulnerable because youth and invulnerability
goes together. But HIV does not see youth,"
said Mundey.
Other contributors to the increased numbers of infection include decreased percep-

Trivia Question

"In the year 2000 the Washington Free
Clinic tested 100 volunteer students and the
only statistics we received was that I out of
the 100 tested was Hl\1 positive," said
Mundey referring to the only statistics she
had.
There are some figures that the campus
does have and that's the amount of Sexually Transmitted Diseases treated by the
Student Health Center. Mundey said, "We
don't have any hard facts on HIV but we
do have hard facts on STD and HIV is an
STD. That's one of the most common
things we treat on this campus." The truth
is that STDs are the most common problem on any college campus.
Janna Thompson, senior theatre education major summed it up nicely when she
stated, "Don't trust anyone-guy, girl,
chicken, dog. Put on a condom every
.
,,
time.

once before reaching the age of 20; that's
nearly one million a year. Of those pregnancies, eight out of 10 will be unintended/unwanted. and 79 percent will occur
to unmarried couples.

Unfortunately, many women get pregnant
Forms of birth control, ranging from
condoms to the Depo-Provera shot, are
not only offered on this campus, but also
in the surrounding area.

The Howard University Health Center,
currently offers condoms and diaphragms
free of charge, and birth-control pills as
well as the Depo-Provera shot said Mrs.
Crump, a Health Center/Womens Clinic
nurse. In order to obtain birth-control
pills or the shot, the student must go
through a series of classes about sexual
activity and pregnancy, followed by a
physical examination in order to decide
which type of medication would serve
the student's best interest. Because of the
University health plan for students, the
classes and examinations are free, and

the cost of the medication itself is significantly reduced ranging from $1.50-10.00
a month for the pill and about $20 a
month for the Depo-Provera shot.
The Planned Parenthood Organization of
Washington, DC also offers several methods to prevent pregnancy. The clinic recommends Norplant, Depo-Provera, birthcontrol pills, condoms, diaphragms, and
several over the counter contraceptives

including foams, jellies, and sponges.
The most popular contraceptives are the
birth-control pills and the Depo-Provera
shot. Examination fees will apply and the
cost of medication will vary due to age
and type. For the birth-control pills, college students should expect to pay $ I 525.00 a month and for the Depo-Provera
shot the cost per month ranges from $30-

What US President shared the name
of a famous former slave who led an ,
expedition through the Oregon Trail that
helped to settle the state of Washington?
Email hu lifeandstyle@hot1nail,com
with the correct answer.

*All responses are time monitored. First
correct response wins a great prize.

cess. "We are a store of wide-variety col-

ors for all colors, all ages, and all sexes."

acts
_ontro

condom.
Some of you may have heard the vicious
rumor about our campus. There is a flyer of
some sort going around stating that 1 in 12
people at Howard have HIV. This rumor is
wrong. According to Mundey," the 1 in 12
rumor does not apply to Howard students,

vaginal and anal sex. It can be transmitted
from mother to child via breast milk. Heterosexual black women, especially in the
Washington, DC area, are at an ever-increasing rate of infection and have been labeled

can not be discussed or displayed until that
day. .. so please come out and see the new
line-up."
Stars have even been spotted at the new
location. "Many celebrities shop for MAC
products, in only seven months MAC
(Georgetown) has been of service for Serena Williams and Stephanie Mills, both
which brought a product from Viva-glam.
. . a very popular line for MAC," said
Chung.
Despite the quality of MAC products,
the price can be rather steep. Luckily,
while scooping out the MAC store, a
make-over package i, will be sold this
month.
Throughout the month of February,
when one buys over $50 of MAC products, an individual, will receive a makeover for free, though the normal cost of a
make-over is $40.
A comment of Ms. Kelly Chung highlighted the potential basis for MAC's suc-

out

75.00.
Although abstinence is the best contraceptive, other methods are quite effective. The most commonly used are birthcontrol pills, condoms, and the
Depo-Provera shot. All are different
methods, but the effectiveness can reach
nearly 100% if used correctly.
The condom is the cheapest and the most
accessible. If used correctly, it is anywhere from 86% to 97% effective
depending on brand. Advantages include
effectiveness in preventing sexually

transmitted diseases including HIV, the
virus that causes AIDS. Disadvantages
include breakage, loss of sensation, and
latex allergies.
Birth-control pills range in type, but if
used correctly, they are up to 99.9%
effective. Advantages include more regular periods, less acne, less menstrual
cramps, and protection against ovarian

and eudiometrical cancer. Disadvantages
include weight gain or loss, depression,
nausea, and rare health risks including
blood clots.
The Depo-Provera shot is the newest
form of contraceptive and if taken correctly is 99.7% effective. Advantages
include protection against pregnancy for
twelve weeks, no daily pill, can be used
by women who can't take the pill,
reduces menstrual cramps, and protects
against cancer of the uterus. Disadvantages include depression, headaches,
irregular bleeding, and increased
appetite.
Many students are already taking advantage of these birth-control methods. "I
have been on the birth-control pill for
over a year now," a student who asked to
be named Ashley, a sophomore history
major said. "I have had absolutely no
problems or complaints. I chose the pill
because it is the most effective and
affordable. I would recommend it to any
female I know."
For more information on birth-control
methods, please contact Planned Parenthood (202) 347-8512, or the Howard
University Health Clinic (202) 806-7540.
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What to watch ...
Today, Febr uary 15:
The Pelican BrieJ, TNT: Por 1hose
of us who ca11·1 afford to watch
Dentel in his new movie John Q in
the theatres, we can see him for free
in 1he comforl our own homes in
The Pelican Brief Julia Robcr1S
s1ars opposite Denzel Washington
in this 1993 suspense drama, an
adaptation of John Grisham's bcsl•
seller. Time: 8:00 PM

Making the TV Show, MTV:
From the creators of MTV 's
Making the Video comes Making rl,e 1V S1,aw. Watch as
MTV shows their audience
how the world of 7'1' Heaven is
created in an e.~clusive behind
the scenes look. Time: 8:00
PM

Fight Club, HBO: Brad Pill and
Edward Norton star in this stylish
and controversial 1999 dra,:na
directed by David Fincher. While
some thought it was a brillian1
satire of an alienated and materialistic society, others fell ii was irresponsible and repellently violent.
Time: 9:00 PM

The Rock is one of the Stars of the
WWP

Inside The Playboy Mansion,
A&E: A tour of the Playboy Man•
sion in California includes segments on its history and that of its
Chicago predecessor. There's also a
profile of Hugh Hefner; celebrity
interviews; and clips of various parties. Time: 10:00 PM

Sex and the Mob, History
Channel: Think all there is 10
1he mob is guns and killing?
Think again. The History
Channel cakes us deep inlo an
examination of love and sex
within organized crime. lnclud•
ed: the problems faced by cou•
pies; 1he effects on children.
Time: 10:00 PM

Mad TV, FOX: While Mad
TV has been around for a few
years now, la1ely the show has
been receiving raves largely
due in part to the subtle down•
fall of main competi1or Saturday Nighl Live. This week
special guest S1one Cold Steve
Aus1in will appear on the Mar•
1in Short's segment ''fhe
Jimmy Glick Show".

Sunday, February 17
A League of Their Own, TBS: In 1943, while lhe
coun1ry wa, at war overseas American's back home
were fighting a banle of their: 1he survival of baseball.
Tom Hanks. Geena Davis and Madonna take the field in
this 1992 ode 10 the World War II-em All-American
Girls Profos.sional Baseball League. Time: 5:00 PM

be Said No, Lifetime: The channel for women
resents a story of twisted proportions. Veronica
i;:iamel portrays a rape victim who's sued by her
l~nacker (Judd Hirsch) for slander after his criminal
trial results in a hung jury. Time: 7:00 PM

ickboxer, TNN: Jean Claude Van-Damme stars in
the movie 1hat made him an official action movie
WWF Sunday Night Heat, MTV: The scars of the
icon. Van-Damme plays a fighter who is learning
WWF square off in the squared circle. Tonight's episode ~~e art of kickbox to get revenge on Tong-Po, the
will be the prelude 10 their pay-per•view extravaganza
,KJckboidng champion who paralyzed his brother.
\V\VF No \\uy 0111. Time: 7:00 PM
ime: 7:00PM
The Jamie Kennedy Experiment, WBDC: A mix
between The Tom Green Show and Totally Hidden
Videa. Watch as Jamie Kennedy makes a fake marriage
proposal at a UNLV basketball game; plays a white rap•
per with an attitude problem at a wealthy country club;
and pretends 10 be the ring leader in a pyramid scheme
under investigation by the FBI. Time: 8:00 PM

Cliffiianger, TBS: Sylvester Stallone climbed back
to the top of the action genre with this 1993 adventure set amid lhe Rockies. Smllone plays Gabe
i;alker. a mountain-rescue ranger who quits after
~ i~ming himself for the death of a climber. A year
ater. when stranded hikers radio for help, lhe vulerable Walker reluctantly joins the rescue party.
Time: 8:00 PM

2002 Pickering Fellowships in International
Affairs

Last Call for Applications
Full Tuition,
Stipend

TH£ H1u;ror

15, 2002

Calendar
What's Going On This Week?

Friday Februrary

METROPOLITAN
15th, 2002
BAPTIST
CH URCH CELEBRATES TECHNOLOGY
EMPOWERMEN On SaturAlice McGi ll presents "Songs and fah.:s
day, Febmary I6, 2002, the Single
from African-Am.:rican Folld or<' and Ol hcr
Adult Ministry of Metropolitan BapCultures.'· at the National Geographic Socitist
Church, Washington DC will host
ety, Explorers Hall Dupont Circle
a TECHNOLOGY EMPOWERMENT
DAY in conjunction with the Black Data
Hate Valentines Day \Veil cclbrate it" ith
Processing
Associates and the national
other haters! Dave and Busters is hav ing
public awareness campaign Black Family
their annual anti-Valentines Day celebration
Technology Awareness Week. This Technolto night. Columbia Pike, Rockville MD
ogy Empowerment Day will be held at 1225
H ey jt's Friday so meet the ma n or
R Street NW, February 16, 2002 from 12:00
woman of your Dream s. yes Dream nieht to 5:00 pm. Scats are limited; you must call
ciub offers Happy H our Specia ls with the our church office at (202) 238-5000 to hold a
most b eautiful p eople in th e world. 1350 • place for yourself. To be a part of this historic,
Okie St NE
nationwide activity, please call tile church
onice today. Cost is Free. t 11t1<'· 12:00 noon ·
5 :00 pm PM cost. FREE c1,ntact: Dan Clayborn . danclaybom@ hotmail.com, (202) 4 796563 lot.lli,111· 1225 R Street NW city· Washington Frankie \Vilmot and Eastern
Standard Time Check out the best in reggae
and ska/jazz with this powerhouse concert
at the Kay Theatre in the Clarice Smith
Performing Arts Center at the University
of Maryland, College Park. tim.:: 8:00
PM cost· S25 regul ar, $5 sntdent cont,tct · 301-405-ARTS location: Clarice
Smith Perfonning Arts Center,
Uni,ers ity of Maryland ctty College Park

hot outs for this week go to Burn Boy, Aisha, Stephanie,
Jozen(you happy). Simone, Scott, Hug and Jen. Also,
congratulations Napolean. Happy Birthday to Diahann.
Great issues this week Jeezy and Scott. Scott get ready.
What else? Thanks to Kerry Ann. Mak, Harold, T-neck,
Mike Brown, Antijuan(Beef Man is tight), Money Bags
and the whole crew. I'll see ya' il this weekend. Anybody
I forgot, we were pushing deadline, so remind me for
Tuesday.
The E.I.C

Room and Board,
International
Internships
can be yours!!!!!!
Deadlines:
•

February 22 (Sophomores)
March 1 (Seniors)

London .......... $228
Paris ............ $261
Madrid .......... $334
Brusselu.. ........$323
San Jllsa t:.R....$420
Rio de Jaooil'O...$598

5.11'
-

discuss any concerns and questions you may have regarding the Department of

(202) 806- 4363.

fur as ittle as

Fares ere round-trip Restr•ctt, n
msy apply Tax not in luded.

Contact Diplomat in Residence, Ms. June Carter Perry. She will be available to

State's Pickering For~i!Jn Affairs Fellowship Program. She can be reached at

BUDGET HOTELS

•

.

mJTRAVEL

I

2401 Pennsylvania Ave., Ste. G

202.881.0912
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hat's NewsIn Business and Firwnce
•

Economists Raise
Outlook for 2002
Economists are becoming more

optimistic about the outlook for 2002.
According to Blue Chip Economic
Indicators, a monthly newsletter
that tracks the consensus of 52 busi-

Leading the Fields
How would you rate the honesty
and ethical standards of people in
these different fields?
PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE ANSWERING
"HIGH" OR "VERY HIGH"

ness economists, forecasters now

Firefighters

expect the economy to grow 1.5% in
2002. Last month, these economists
predicted 1% growth. It was the first
time in 11 months that they increased their forecast.
If these economists are right, the
growth rate would still be well below
the robust 4% rates that marked the
late 1990s. But the recent upward
shift in expectations is still meaningful, not only for Wall Street but for
Washington. For example, it means
policy makers in Washington are
substantially more pessimistic than
the private sector is about the economic outlook. In its budget released
last week, the Office of Management
and Budget predicted o. 7%growth in
2002. The Congressional Budget Office predicts 0.8%growth.

U.S. military
Policemen
Medical doctors
Clergy
Engineers
Accountants
Journalists

l~x-...
· ·......................w11~

____
----=
____
....,
_____...,
--=
_

-----=
..;..;.

___,

Congressmen ~
Labor union 17 1
leaders ;..!.!J
Car salesmen

!J

Source: Gallup Poll, Nov. 2001; professions
listed as in survey question

Lay Keeps Mum,
Board Members Quit

Vaccine Shortages
Are at Crisis Level

The former chairman of Enron
Corp. told Congress he feels "profound sadness" at his company's collapse. But after swearing to tell the
Senate Commerce Committee the
truth, Mr. Lay declined to answer
any questions from the panel, asserting his Fifth Amendment rights
under the U.S. Constitution against
self-incrimination.
Mr. Lay's decision clearly frustrated lawmakers. The senators' annoyance was compounded later

Severe shortages of vaccines for
eight of the 11 vaccine-preventable
diseases have led to the worst crisis
in the 29-year history of the government's National Immunization Program.
Children across the country are
being turned away by pediatricians
who have run out of shots largely because of manufacturing snafus at
Merck & Co., American Home Products Corp. and Aventis SA. And some
shortages are worsening. A rising
tide of whooping cough has made the
scarcity of pertussis vaccine particularly problematic. Twenty years
ago, there were just 2,000 cases a
year in the U.S. In 2000, there were
8,000 cases, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
The CDC has limited supplies of
tetanus and diphtheria vaccines to
hospitals, emergency rooms and
public health departments, with hospitals limited to just 300 doses a
month. Booster shots, once common
when kids cut themselves with rusty
nails, have been eliminated.

when a top Enron investigator said

at the hearing that notes of a recent
interview with Mr. Lay had been destroyed. Enron board member
William Powers, who led an examination of the company's controver-

sial partnerships, said the raw notes
of the Lay interview were discarded
after being compiled in a single
memo.
Meanwhile, the company announced the planned resignations of
six ·board members, including four

who served on its highly criticized
audit committee. An internal report
released by a special board investigative committee earlier this
month chastised the audit panel for
reviewing Enron 'snow infamous off-

balance-sheet transactions in only a
"cursory way."

Nokia, Samsung
Lead Ailing Sector
In the worst year in the history of
the mobile-phone industry, Nokia

Corp. and Samsung Electronics Co.
were the only top-ranking mobilephone makers to both gain market
share and make money during 2001,
according to new research.
Market leader Nokia lifted its
share of global shipments to 36%
from 31% in 2000, while still maintaining an operating margin of 20%,
according to figures collated by
Strategy Analytics. (Nokia puts its
2001 market share at 37%.) The
Boston research firm estimated that
Samsung achieved an operating
margin of 15%, while boosting its
market share to 7% from 5%, making
it the third-largest supplier in 2001,
behind second-place Motorola Inc.
Most other leading handset makers
lost money during 2001, according to
Strategy Analytics.

Between 'Friends,'

$6 Million an Episode
The hit comedy "Friends," the
top-rated show on television, will return to NBC for one more season in a
deal that will pay each of the six
stars about $1 million per episode,
people familiar with the situation
say. That represents a 33% increase
from the $750,000 per episode salary
the cast has earned the past two seasons and will keep "Friends," produced by Warner Bros. Television,
the most expensive show in television history. Next season is expected
to be the finale.

Oil Spill: Wal Mart
Overtakes Exxon
Bentonville, Ark., has become
home of the world's largest company: Wal Mart Stores Inc. has overtaken Exxon Mobil Corp. as the
biggest company, based on sales.
The discount retailer posted sales of
$218 billion for the fiscal year ended
Jan. 31, compared with $212.9 billion
for t_he oil giant. Wal Mart's coronation is partly the result of its own
growth, partly the result of lower oil
prices last year for Exxon Mobil.

Odds & Ends
Target Corp. was sued by the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which alleges the retailer
discriminated
against
African-Americans when hiring for
entry-level management positions in
parts of Wisconsin ... After a fonrweek manhunt, Frank Gruttadauria, the former head of Lehman
Brothers Holdings' Cleveland office,
surrendered at the federal office
building in Cleveland. He is suspected in the theft of $125 million or
more from clients at a number of
large Wall Street firms during a 15year period.
By Jay Hershey

to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com
How
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Tech Ideas Thrive Despite Market
Digital Cam.era Shakeup,
Balloon for Cellphones
Make Debut at Show
ByDoNCLARK
ome people think the sour stock
market and dot-com collapse
slowed technological innovation.
But despite a significant
plunge in ventnre-capital funding, and spending cuts by big corporations, scientists and entrepreneurs are still improving hardware,
software and technology-based services at a frantic rate. New evidence
' .
was expected to emerge this week
in
Phoenix, at an annual conference
called Demo that helped launch
many Internet-based companies in
the 1990s. Though some exhil)itovs
from past shows are no longer in eiistence, there is no shortage of liusiness ideas this year.
Among them:
• Foveon Inc. says it · has
achieved a breakthrough in digital
photography, one that could dramatically improve picture quality while
changing the industry's economics.
Foveon's chip technology, which captures images more efficiently than
existing digital cameras, is expected
to make possible multipurpose devices that take both high-quality still
and video images. Eventually, some
mass-market cameras with chips
made by Foveon, Santa Clara, Calif.,
could cost less than conventional
film cameras.
• ArrayComm Inc., a San Jose,
Calif., company founded by cellphone pioneer Marty Cooper, is touting a future wireless network that
exploits special antennas to send
data at one million bits a second-20
times faster than the next-generation cellular system known as 3G.
• Linden Lab, a San Francisco
start-up backed by software pioneer
Mitch Kapor, has an idea for a kind
of animated online world that consumers help create. Paid subscribers will design their own threedimensional appearances, living
spaces, and social and economic
rules to play by.

• PrivaSys Inc., also of San
Francisco, has created a credit
card with a tiny display and Foveon's Camera Breakthrough
How Foveon's technology works:
buttons that can consolidate How a typical digital camera works:
multiple credit and debit cards Light goes through a lens and hits an
Light g9es through the lens and hits a Foveon X3
image sensor chip. Pixels on the chip have light
into one-while Using existing image sensor composed of many cells
detectors located at different depths in the silicon,
card-reading devices in stores called pixels. Each pixel has a single
· able to detect red, green and blue. Because each
light detector, with a filter allowing
and restaurants.
pixel can detect all three colors, the image is more
• Space Data Corp., of it to capture either red, green or
accurate, and there's no need
Chandler, Ariz., is exploring blue. This checkerboard pattern
for extra processing
the possibility of floating spe- only captures a third of the
chips.
cially equipped weather bal- color that hits the sensor,
complex processing is
loons to bring wireless commu- so
needed to extrapolate
nications to remote areas.
a complete image.
• Evolution Robotics is
working on a special-purpose
operating system for robots,
solving problems such as machine vision and navigation.
.,._. Pixel
The Pasadena, Calif., company's backers are Ben Rosen,
Compaq Computer Corp.'s coPhoto sensor
Photo sensor
founder, and investor Bill
cross section
cross section
Cross's idealab.
Source: the company
Illustration by Newman Huh/The Wall Street Journal
Big Thinkers
Recent history has not been
kind to such start-ups. Indeed, as
source projects.
filters must be laid across each pixel
money from private investors and
And entrepreneurs say they are
in the grid, meaning each pixel could
stock offerings has receded, big comfinding ways to do more with less
detect just one primary color. That
panies have been generating a
mon~y. "There are lots of ways for
requires extra processing by the
larger proportion of attention-grabinnovation to see the light of day,"
camera to extrapolate real-world
bing ideas. The Demo show, for the
says Carver Mead, the chip pioneer
color combinations. Consequently,
first time, featured developments by
who is Foveon's chairman. His comprints from mass-market digital
large organizations of technologies
pany is a kind of joint spinoff from
cameras often are slightly blurry or
that are far from the market.
National Semiconductor Corp. and
marred by color oddities.
NASA Ames Research LaboraSynaptics Inc., another company
Foveon's engineers, exploiting
tory, for example, discussed ways to
founded by Dr. Mead, with addithe fact that silicon chips absorb difmake the U.S. air-traffic control systional money from the venture capiferent colors at different depths, detem route planes more quickly withtal firm New Enterprise Associates
signed image sensors that manage to
out jeopardizing safety. Sprint Corp.
of Menlo Park, Calif.
capture all three basic colors at each
discussed what it calls "e-assispixel. Besides bringing greater clar'Goose
Bumps'
tants"-computers that recognize a
ity, its sensors can eliminate the
user's face and speech, then deliver
National has pumped about $30
need for extra processing chips that
information based on the user's likes
million into Foveon, and hopes to
boost the cost.
and dislikes.
make big money manufacturing the
The first to use Foveon's chips is
Computer power continues to be a
chips. "I'm getting goose bumps just
Sigma Corp. of Japan. Its initial
fundamental fuel for such developthinking about it," says Brian Halla,
camera is expected to cost more than
ments. A recent chip conference in
National's chief executive officer.
$3,000, but Foveon believes models
San Francisco generated a record
Foveon started by selling highfor under $1,000 will appear by year's
174 technical papers, describing new
end digital cameras, but attracted
end. That will require Foveon to sell ·
materials and techniques that could
more attention for using standard
its technology to big camera makers
accelerate that industry's pace.
chip manufacturing to make the sensuch as Eastman Kodak Co. Madahv
Still others are refining Internet
sors that capture images in digital
Mehra, director of digital capture
business models. Salesforce.com,
cameras.
systems in Kodak's professional
which rents its software over the
But Foveon hid some bigger
products group, said it is in the early
Web, has new ways to customize
news. Up to now, image sensors have
stages of evaluating the technology.
those services and use them offline.
been composed of tiny cells-called
But if it works as advertised, he said
Elance Inc., a Web marketplace for
pixels, or picture elements-that
it could have broad industry impact.
people offering services, plans to add
each contain a single light detector.
"It would be very disruptive," Mr.
software to help companies outTo capture color, red, green or blue
Mehra said.
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Private Eye,s
'

Bid w Track

s
I

oreign students, already facing scrutiny on campus from
the FBI, could soon find
themselves under the watchful eyes of private gumshoes.
Background-check companies and bounty hunters are
among the businesses vying for contracts from the Immigration and Naturalization Service to help track foreign students who come to the U.S. on
student visas. Such surveillance is a
top priority in Washington since the
discovery that some of the Sept. 11 hijackers came here on student visas
and didn't pursue their study plans.
Central to the INS's plans is a new
database that would monitor all
547,000 foreign students in the U.S. So
far, a pilot-project data base covering
32 schools in five states tracks when
foreign students arrive in the U.S.
and enroll at their schools, but it
doesn't check class attendance. (The
rest of the nation's colleges and universities submit enrollment records
to the INS on paper.)
One company competing for data
base contract, ChoicePoint Inc., a big
collector of information about creditcard holders, also proposes establishing phone banks that would call
schools to verify that students have
enrolled and are attending classes.
"If the student is not regularly attending class, we're going to locate
the student at his last, best known
address," a company spokesman
says.
A big issuer of bail-bonds, Capital
Bonding Corp., plans to suggest that
students entering the U.S. be required to purchase a $10,000 immi•
gration bond and to check in periodically. If the students fail to show up in
its system, the company would send
one of its 700 bail agents or 500 bounty
hunters to find them. The group already monitors more than 10,000 foreign nationals who were required to
buy immigration bonds because of
visa violations.
Plans to increase surveillance of
students are drawing critics. Some
international education groups argue
that tracking students-but not
tourists and other visa-holders-is intrusive and inefficient. "Having a
bunch of gumshoes running around
making sure they get up at seven and
go to class is silly," says a spokesman
for the Association of International
Educators.
By Wall Street Journal staff reporters
Ann Davis and Chris Oster.
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arts
Lady Bison Continue Undefeated
Streak With 84-66 Victory Over
Coppin State
BY A l '>HA CH,\ ... f ,Y

Hilltop Staff Writer

It's never a simple task for any
team to get a victory over the
Hov.ard Universny v.omen's bas•
ketball team. So when all of the
players are in synch and you get
outstanding performances from
their top three players, they are
almost impossible to beat.
Unfortunately, this was the case
for the Coppin State Lady Hawks
Monday night as the Lady B1<,on
defeated them 84-66, Jed by a game
high 24 po1nh on IO of 18 shoot•
ing from juni,,r Courtney Kirk.
' 'Coach ,, alway telling me,
Courtney you need to play hard,
you need to play hard, so I JUSI
came o ut and did what I was ,up•
p<hed to do," said Kirk.
As ia Pe11 y added 19 points,
including four three p<>inters, in her
return from a weeks ab,ence due to
a death 1n her family, and Andrea
Gardner, who has been bothered by
a sore foot for the past month,
racked up 15 points and grabbed 14
rebound,
" Their defense was good, but I
thought offensively they played
very well " said Lady Hawk, head
coach Derck Brown, "Courtney
Kirk 1, Ju,t a fine player, and Asia
Petty had her stroke going tonight.
It\ hard to heat them when their
hitting tn,m the outside like that.
and then you have to deal wnh
Gardner underneath also, So, that
was JUSt really tough to defend."
Howard trailed for most of the
tir,1 half hefore head coach Cathy
Parson decided to take off the full
court pressure, and from that point
on, they relied on their variety of

half court defenses to ~low down
kept them in the game with her 13
Coppin State.
points o n 6 of 9 shooting. but in
the second half. Howard's defense
What Parson did worked and the
Lady B1,on closed out the half with
held her to only four points
an I I •4 run , after trailin g by as
"J'm very proud of the outcome because I knew it would be
much as seven earlier on, nnd took
a 40-36 lead heading
into the locker room
Kirk . Petty and
Gardner proved to be
too much to handle as
tl)e Lad y
Bi,on
\tepped up the defen-;e
and outscored the
Lady Hawks 22- 1 I to
take a commanding
62 -47 lead with 10
minutes left to play in
the game.
The Lady Hawl..s
had a few opportunities to cut the defic it .
however their fru stration and tempers
were clearly v1s1ble
on the court , and that
rec;u lted in three second half technical
fouls that came at
critical points in the
game , and only
caused them to trail
by even more. aher
File Ph0to
Petty sank 5 of the 6 The Lady Bison crushed Coppin State by 22 this ,-eek.
free throws.
'nit') remain undefeated.
"After today, I JUSt
made a rule that from now on, if
a tough game here tonight
anyone gets a technical. they're
because Coppin always plays us
so well," said Parson, "So, from
n«,i playing the rest of the game
that standpoint, I'm very proud of
and the:, might be suspended for
the next game because I'm tired
my young ladies."
o( it," said Brown, "Our mouths
The Lady Bison will travel to
Florida this weekend to play the
are a little too big out there, and
Florida A&M Rattlerettes on Satwe're voicing our opinions m the
wrong way."
urday and follow with a game
LaKesha Wills had a strong
against Bethune Cookman on
first half for the Lady Hawks and
Monday.

Life is Too Short
From Al
nity college 1n Afghanistan.
It was 6 p m .. when I got the \econd
phone call This time II wasn't my
best friend on the line but instead his
mom. he had tried to kill himself
thmugh carbon monoxide imd was in
the hosp1t:1I m,.,.,_ I had to pull myself
together hecause thought I wa"
responsible
I had not been there when my best
friend had cried out for help. The
same person who I u,ed to play Sega
wnh almost died because of me.
No,,. for me to even call him my best
fnend 1s a dissen 1cc to the word
f1 iend I thought how selfish could I
be to put my needs in front of anoth•
er·, confrontation .,., nh death. And
though I gl1t a 98 on my midterm I
kit I dt•,ened a 35 l'n the test of m}
fr1ent1'h1p
Therc come, ,1 time when we ~ct so
caught up m our whedule,. two
ways. PDAs. cl'II phl,nes, lunch
d,1te,. org.1111lation,. meetings. net\\l)rking. contacts, ,hopping. nnd ulti•
m.ltt'l) llllt'ehes that \\e ne,er talk or
,1mpl)- t,tke lime to hsten
\\'h) am I .,., ruing th1s'l This mm,t
be written bt'c,mse .... e d1,n't listen .
\\'hen was thl' time we lt,tened to our
fr1enlh' proMc.m, and then tall...\"d
.,b(,ut them ,,pt'nl) instead of the
l'1\1cnmg (put11ng the "\\'ell I .,.,,,uld
do lh1s )" \\'h) ha,e "'e bt:Cllme ,o
self-centered th.11 ,mother', aglmy
~K>es unnotlCt,-J'?
\\h1le lHhers l,n ~·.tmpus hide their
•,gon) There ,tre man~ !)C'\'ple on
this campus. ,, ho,, ear ma,1...s
because the, h,t,e been instructed to
1...eep th,,,e ma,k, on becau,e of the
campus· e,pectatlon,. Ju,1 bt'cau,e
~ ou ,mile all the time d,lCsn·t mean
that )OU .m:n·t depre"cd \\'e all
break do.,., n -.ooner or later. It i, high
time tor us to be hone,t \\ 1th one
another ,o "e d,ln't be.:tlme one of
tho,e ,tausucs
I had a breakdo\\ n m) freshman
)Car after m) fnend tried to kill him-

self because I felt guilty, but I
recieved counseling. No, I'm not a
basket case, but I know the impact
that suicide played in my life freshmen year. through my friend's
ordeal and I definitely don't want
anyone to be on either side. The
la~t thing you want is to disregard
someone and then the day goes by
and so do they.
I really want us to start talking
about things that get us down. No I
don't want you to think that I am on
this campaign to have everybody all
happy and JOiiy prancing around
campus as 1f tuition is free.
Instead. I think lhat if .,.,e are to live
each day to 11 's fullest we must filter
out those things that are killing us
on the inside by talking .1bout them.
Cause 11' we don't. 11 v.111 be s1m1lar
.1s N.is ,ay~ to "tha1 ethct that s that make )0Ur soul burn slow." lb
let something fester in your soul for
so long 1s only damaging Tell a
friend. talk to a professor. or go to
the counseling center. The one
good thing about all of those
options 1s that 11's free and all you
will ,pend is ttme It's .,.,orth it. It
allov.s you to be healthier and wiser.
I mean to kill your self is ultimate,
nnd a, I .,., as told ., long time ago
su1c1de 1s .1 ~rmanent solution to :i
tempo.-nr) prohlcm
The truth 1s that we are all human.
a, ,,ell as v.e ,111 have problem,
Problems .ue _1ust that, things to be
,ohed. and the solution 1s endent .
Hm,.1rd h,h the re,,lurces. you ha,e
the voic:e 1,, ,eek 1t and most 1mport.1nth ) ,,u a, a friend ha,e the e:m.
a, a h,tener that c:ould ,a,e some•
llne·, hfe

\

Williams leads Bison to 88-72
Victory Over Hawks
B,

AISHA

CH\'\t,

Htlltop Staff \Vnter
K}'le Williams ~cored a schoolrecord 43 pom~ on 14 of 21 ) hoo11ng. including 8 o f IO from three
point land, 10 lead the Bison 10 an 8872 victor) over Coppin State Monday night at thr.: Coppin Center in
Balumore.
This v.as a new career high for
Williams, and II defirntel) c ..me at a
time when the Bison needed it. With
their unexpected loss to Morgan
State last Saturday, the Bison ( 13-10
overall. 8-5 in the MEAC ) are no
longer m third place by themselves.
so this win was very important.
"AJI of these games now in February are very important. so to go on
the road and get a win, 11 's good for
us," said Bison head coach Frankie
Allen. "We've got that big Florida
trip coming up, and we've got to be
at our best. So I just hope we can
carry over 10 this weekend."
Williamc; was on fire from the
start, hitting his first four shots of the
game (all three pointers). With the
help of Ron Williamson, the two put
on a shooting display, making six
three pointers between the both of
them, to get the Bison out to an early
19-2 lead with 14 minutes remaining
in the half.
The relentless Hawks rallied back
and managed to cut the deficit to
within seven, led by Larry Tucker's
14 points and 9 by Jimmy Boykin.
The Bison refused to let up and
got solid play off the bench from
Seye Aluko and Ronald Miller, who
added rebounding and hit key free
throws, and the Bison managed to
maintain a 43-32 lead at the half.
After a quiet first half, seniors
Aki Thomas and Darren Kennedy
scored the first few baskets of the
second half and sparked a 15-6 run
that gave the Bison a commanding
58-38 lead with 15:27 remaining.

The
Ha.,., ks
responded with a
run of their ov. n led
by the aggressive
play in the paint of
6-10
forward
Demond Huff ( 13
points) and cut the
Bison lead to nine.
60-51. v.1th 9:05 to
play.
At this point.
Williams took over
the game and start·
ed hitting shots
from everywhere
on the court. He
scored 24 of the
Bison's 28 points in
the final 8 minutes
and 46 seconds.
and ended the
Ha" ks hopes of a
possible comeback.
"Ironically.
before the game I
went 10 Coach
hk Photo
Collins and told
Bi.<,0n ituard pull~ up for the jumper.
him I was kind of
mad and I said I was going to get 40
and 3 rebounds. on a perfect 3 for 3
tonight, and he told me I would get
shooting from the field and 4-4
from the free thro,, hne.
4." said Williams with a laugh, "l
··we·ve been fortunate to have so
really didn't expect to get 40. but I
just came out there with a different
many guys that we can put m the
type of mental approach 10 the game
game 10 make shots and I thought
that was a big plus for u~ tonight,"
that I had in a while, and my shots
were just falling."
said Allen. "We also shot our free
In addition to his 43 points,
throws a lot better tonight, which
Williams also had four blocks and
makes me feel a lot better. and we
three steals.
Just did a much better JOb of manWilliamson played a great defenaging the g.ime."
sive game as well and finished v. ith
Tucker led the way for the Hawks
IO points. five rebounds. and six
with 24 points and live rebounds,
steals.
and Boykin added 19 poinh and
·'With their point guard Smith
four steals.
being out, coming into the game, I
The Bison will continue their
knew they didn't have a real strong
road tnp as they travel to Florida
point guard so I was just trying to
this weekend to play FAMU Saturday. and will follow ,, ith a game
create some steals, and fortunately
that ·s what I did," said \Villiamson.
against Bethune Cookman on MonSeye Aluko also added 10 points
day.

Candidates Present Platforms at First
Speakout of Spring Elections
From Al
focused on the issues of security and extended
hours for university services such as the
libraries, Blackburn, and the shuttle bus,
Williamson proposed that dinner be extended
past the traditional 7:00p.m., stating that many
students eat after that time.
He proposed that the University possibly try
to move breakfast to the restaurant or punchout in order to free up staff needed for later
dinner hours.
The final HUSA slate to present was the
ENVISION platform headed by Arabella Littlepage, junior Political Science major. The
three-pronged platform stresses the envisionment of education, empowerment. and excellence.
"Envision your education with supplemental
educational programs. Envision your empowerment with secrets shoppers who shop the various admini\trauve offices for problems and
solutions," stated Littlepage as spoke to the
crowed Drew HaJI lounge, "Finally envision
your excellence with leadership developments
series that teach you how to go out and succeed
in the world after Howard."
After the HUSA candidates presented the
floor v.as opened up for the Undergraduate
Trustee candidates to present their platforms.
Jaha Howard. current executive v1ce-pres1dent of the College of Arts and Sciences. presented his FOCUS platform as one that
stre,sed trust. flexib1lit): and cooperauon.

Howard stated that before he could do his job
he has to make sure all students know exactly
what the trustee does.
"Part of representing the students is making
sure they know what the position entails, and
what I am doing" said Howard, "Communication is necessary whether it is through a
monthly trustee booklet, a newsletter, or them
coming to my office, witch will always be
open."
Howard also proposed the building of a Center for African American research to further
the research ability of the university and provide a basis for interdisciplinary study.
"This research facility will allow students
from various majors to showcase and expand
their knowledge," said Howard.
Howard's opponent is Justin Hanford a junior
English major. Hanford presented his platform
BLACK STAR, named in honor of Marcus
Garvey. Hanford focused on his commitment
to helping Howard students move through the
economic recession.
"I plan to implement economic understanding
series where students learn about economic
issues and how to deal with them," said Hanford, "Also I will install Entrepreneurial Classes so that students can learn how to begin their
own business and not depend on an employer
who may downsize at any moment."
Also on included on the BLACK STAR plat•
form was the extension of the University dtn·
mg services and community outreach.

After the presentation of platforms, candidates where tested on their knowledge of the
HUSA constitution and policy. Candidates
were also open to take question from the audience.
Russell Drake. president of the College of
Engineering. Architecture, and Computer Science. asked a question conccrninr student apathy.
"Before you can live that LEGACY, EN\'JSION your future. or reach for that BLACK
STAR, you have to attack the disease of apathy
that is plaguing the student body of Howard
University," said Drake.
While candidates had varying opinions on
how to best attack this problem, most agreed
that getting out to the students was the most
affective way of combating the apathy that
mo~t of the campus exhibits.
HUSA president Stefanie Brown candidates
question the HUSA prospect:, on how many
General Assembly meetings and HUSA policy
board meeting, they had attended.
Wright stated that she had attended every policy board meeting. but had only attended two
General As,embly meetings despite being represented by her current v1ce-pres1dent Ashley
McFarland. \\'1lhamson along with the Envision platform stated they had not attended any
of the meetings.
The LIVE 2002 committee will be holding
two more speak••-'uh. and a program entitled
Cungress Comes to the Capstone, .,., here stu-

.kmarhan C Sim., tr-a 11mior f~al
c ,, ....,,, ·· , ·a t,mt, 11u1Jor f rvm \V,11 \l<"'·S,, c ·11. SC H,• i., the Ufe and
'it1 • , · : lie H1//1op. H, can be
re,i.•lied lll hu_lifeand.,t\le@hot-

mml.com
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The College of Arts and Sciences Dean's List for Academic Year 2000-2001 [

I!

Luqman Abdullah
Dawud AbdurRahkman
Varghese Abraham
Priya Abraham
Tyneshia Adams
Emilia Adams
Angela Addo
Mosunmola Adebayo
Ayomikun Adeleye
Kehinde Adesola
Elias Admassu
Kimberly Affat
Miria1n Ahmed
Temilolu Aje
Olumide Akanni-Owoo
Fofie Akoto
Nykkol Aldridge
Misaganaw Alemu
Sheray Alerte
Reginald Alexander
Enobong Alexander
Carla-Maria Alexander
Salman Ali
Wesley Allen
Gerald Allen
Charles Anamelechi
Julia Andrews
Natasha Anoka
Karma Ardrey
Fareed Arogundade
Aaron Ashe
Sophie Asike
Chuka Asike
Jan Astaphan
Danyalle Atkins
Rhone Augustine
Kiros Auld
Janyn Baird
Robert Bannister
Monica Barbara
Erika Barger
Tiffany Barton
Aeran Baskin
A.mir Bather
Deirdre Battice
Derek Bazemore Jr
KJ1alilah Beal
Bonji Beard
Kristen Bedoya
Alicia Bell
Marlon Bennett
Katrina Best
Ramsi Bethany
Carella Bethea
Erica Black

Eric Black
Seth Blackburn
Mary Blair
James Blanton
Alexis Boateng

Kiela Bolden
Harrison Boller Jr

Varun Boodram
Nikia Boston
Carla Bourne
Alexis Bowens
Lesley-Anne Boxill
Venecia Boyd
Bryan Bracey
Simone Braithwaite
Alesha Brandon
Candice Bridge
Stacia Bronston
Nisha Brooks
Maya-Camill Broussard
Summer Brown
Sean Brown
Robyn Brown
Nadia Brown
Jene! Brown
Jasmine Brown
Danielle Brown
Christine Brown
Brandi Brown
Avione Brown
Atyia Brown
Antwan Brown
Nicole Brown-Sharpe
Alma Bryan
Madika Bryant
Kim Bunch

Jennifer Burrell
Devon Burts
Danielle Bynum
Nina Cadney
Brandi Cage
Don Caggins
Nicole Cammack
Kristin Carothers
Christalyn Carraway
Corletha Carry
Katanya Carson
Ardena Carter
Heather Caruth
Marcus Casey
Alicia Casey
Lauren Causey
Majella Caven
Rashelle Celestin
Brian Chamberlayne
Charles Chamberlayne
III
Chisula ChambersHarris
Latora Chambliss
Ogechi Chieke
Patrice Clark
Pamela Clarke
Andrea Clarke
Karmen Cockerham
Janella Coleman
Donte Cole1nan
Chandra Coleman
Maya Colemon
Phakiso Collins

Andre Esters
Lakedra Evans
Daphne EvansMckenzie
Javita Everhart
Danielle Fannings
Alanna Farrell
Sheronda Farrow
Ingrid Faulkerson
Raven Featherstone
Nicola Fenty
Dana Ferrell
Jacqueline Fisher
Colin Flaveny
Natasha Fleming
Nicolas Fletcher
Gabrielle Fleurinor
Danielle Flournoy
Tamik& Fluker
DevynFomer
Natasha Fontaine
Tracey Foreman
Taryn Fortune
LaTanya Foster
Darlene Foster
Kenny Fournillier
Donovan Fox
Tracy Francis
Simon Francis
Ruth Francis
Jessica Franklin
Danielle Fraser
Vanesha Frazier
Crystal Frierson

Shawntel Hebert
Nicholas Henderson
Nekol Henderson
Keshetta Henderson
Shavera Henry
Leilani Henson
Jimmy Hernandez
Letta Heyward
Brandon Hill
Aziza Hines
Brandon Hogan
J'Von Holly
Teshara Hooks
Jaha Howard
Christopher Howard
Renee Huggins
Tai Hunte
Unique Hunter
Brianne Hunter
Giles Hutchinson
Simone Hylton
Delores Ibetoh
Pauline Idogho
Ngoma Iroabuchi
Joshua Irving
Zakiya Jackson .
Tishma Jackson
Ticaria Jackson •
Tawanna Jackson
Simone Jackson
Precious Jackson
Michael Jackson
Evandra Jackson
Courtrtey Jackson

Simone Cook
Brittney Cooper
Niyah Corbett
Jennea Correia
Aoua Coulibaly
Alisha Cowan-Vieira
Tamara Cowie
Dana Crawford
Tricia Crosby
Rashele Cross
Rebecca Crouch
Rachel Crouch
Sabrina Curtis
Felicia Daniel
Linda Daniels
Ndurniso Davidson
Olamide Davies
Michelle Davis
Maya Davis
Dekerry Davis
Tavia Dawson
Kyla Day

Shandi Fuller
Margaret Funny
Tiffany Gainer
Angela Gaither
Mariel Garcia
Kathryn Garrett
Tocarra Gates
Solaide George
Iman Gibbons
Nadia Gibson
Patrick Giddings
Fonta Gilliam
Kelley Givens
Michael Glenn
Ebony Glenn
Natalie Godbee
Samara Gomez
Ronald Goodlett

Centrina Jackson
Antijuan Jackson
Rochelle Jacobs
Simara James
Brandi James ,
Marco Jarrett
Talia Jefferson
Craig Jelks
Joanna Jenkins
Ragin Jennings
Kimberly Jernigan
Toiya Jimerson
NadyahJohn
Tiffany Johnson
Tamisha Johnson
Sonia Johnson
Rashauna Johnson
Jame' Johnson
Felicia Johnsotl J
Ebonee Johnson

Troy McArthur
Patrese McClain
Vetisha McClair
Lakeisha Mcclary
Kayla Mcdaniels
Stacey Ann McDonald
Tameka Mcduffie
Kenyan McDuffie
Tiana McEvoy
Ishmael Mcfarlane
Bari Mcfarlane
Jessica McGhee
Idris Mckelvey
Waldo McMillan
Roxanne McMillan
Renee Mcpherson
Maya Mcpherson
Camille Megna

Alexis Peskine
Meghan PetersonMccoy
Allina Phaire
Michika Phillip
Janelle Phillip
Shilah Phillips
Elton Pierre
Melanie Pilgrim
Keisha Pinnock
Moulton
Raqiyyah Pippins
Rachel Plante
La'Nail Plummer
Chrisna Pompilus
Kayon Porter
Shirron Posey
Michelle Poyer

Michael Simontacchi,
Gbo
Simona Simpson
Lance Sims
Michael Simzak
Emilia Siwingwa
Ancy Skariah 1
Jocelyn Slaughter
Chanelle Small '
Aaliyah Smalls .
Shakina Smallwood
Dedree Smart '
Nicole Smith
Natalie Smith
Nakia Smith
Lenise Smith
Leah Smith
Kemani Smith

Gary Warner
Brian Warner
Dionne Warren
Carmen Warren
Morgan Washington
Jamiah Waterman
Andrea Watkins
Alistair Watkins
Jovan Weatherly
Thomasina Weaver
Shanelle Wells
Kenny Wesley
John Wheeler Jr
Terra White
Paul White
Lindsey White
Lauren White
Keon White

Jessica Mercer
Erica Middleton

David Pulley
Raymond Pulliam

Jeremiah Smith

Carol Whitsett

Jennifer Smith

Dominique Johnson

Jason Mikell
Kiarra Miles

Cynae Punch
Lottie Purdue

India Smith
Edward Smith

Lana De Souza

Erin Gordon
Stephanie Gourdine
Christine Gouveia

Nadia Qawiyy

Darius Smith

Giselle Dean

Krystal Grant

Eric Dempsey
Jenee Desmond-Harris

Angela Gray
Wynnet Green
Nicole Green

Britt Johnson
Natalie Jolive.t
Tanisha Jones

Tabitha Miller
Brandon Miller

Laterica Quinn
Nia Rainey

Candice Smith
Breana Smith
Brande' Smith
Anya Smith
Tsione Solomon.
Jameel Sparrow
'
Joy Speaks
Jeanelle Spencer ,
Tyrone Springs ,
Nesibneh St Hill
Kira Stanfield
Tenische Stanford'
Kisha Steele
Dwavne Steele

Alana Whittaker
David Whitted
Yarninah Williarns
Pollyanna Williams
Melissa Williams
Mark Williarns
Krystal Williams
Ashaki Williarns
Alexis Williams
Albert Williams
Nicole Williford
Walter Wilson
Vanessa Wilson
Tanya Wilson
Shala Wilson
Jacadra Wilson
Candece Wilson
April Wilson

Kadidj a Diallo
Aja Diamond
Doris Dickens
Douglas Dickson
Lauren Digby
Kibibi Dillon
Kimberly Dilworth
Yiraldi Dirocie
Jason Dixon
Harry Dixon
Davna Dixon
Corinne Dixon
Lesley Dokes
Mitzi Donaldson
Dennis Doster
Fatima Doubakil
Kimberly Douglas
Jennifer Douglas
Jason Downs
Krystal Drake
Michelle Duguid
Yvonne Dunn
Courtney Dunn
John Edmond
Jimmy Edwards
Ashley Edwards
Alexa Edwards
Ebony Elijah
Akunna Enwereuzor
Patrick Epote
Iyare Esemuede
Sylvia Esset

lania Gordon

Jamil Gordon

Crystal Johnson
Christie Johnson

Princess Lee
Norma Lee
Jenetter Lee
Ashley Lee
April Leon
Rhesha Lewis
Joy Lewis
George Lewis
Dj inge Lindsay
Andrew Lindsay
Krystal Little
Arabella Littlepage
Adana Llanos
Kevin Lloyd
Michelle Lucas
Tilita Lutterloh
Stephen Lynn
ToreyMack ·
Parrish Mackey
Ayanna Mackins
Jason Maddox
Jasmine Maddox
Sharyea Mahan
Xaverie Mahop
Amber Marshall
Latrice Martin
Laurelle Martineau
Leonard Mason
Julisara Mathew
Eryn Mathewson
Nancy Mavuba
Mulanga
LaDreena Maye
Jacqueline Mayes

Hazel Gumbs
Ensor Gumbs
Charles Gunter
Keyteshia Guy
Desni Ann Hackett
Heather Hairston
Rhonda Hall
Debra Hall
Jabari Hall-Smith

Selena Jones
Melva Jones
Malcolm Jones
Larissa Jones
Chelsea Jones
Chelsea Jones
Candace Jones
Alexandra Jones
Jacqlyn Joyner
Apolo Kaggwa

Ano Miller
Sara Mills
Ja'Nae Milton
Melissa Mitchell
Jonathan Mitchell
Barbara Mitchell
Clayton Mitchell III
Tariq Mix
Tiffany Moffett
Nathalie Mondesir
Bobby Monk
Thema Monroe

Sarah H::imlrt

TTrfnr11rim
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Safiya Hamil
Sa-Idah Harley
Johnnjalyn Harper
Baye Harrell
Tene Harris
Rabiah Harris
Natasha Harris
Maya Harris
Mark Harris
Keith Harris
Darcy Harris
Cenobia Harris
Brandi Harris
Belinda Harris
Alice Harris
Thomas Harris Jr
Laprecious Harrold
Shayla Hart
Summer Harvey
Roshanda Heath

Maria Kane
Kristen Kenan
Aisha Kendall
Dulcie Kermah
Venus Keys
Shane Khan ,,
Kimberly King
Kawana King '
Karmen Kizzie
Akilah Knight
Aizen Kusurni ·
Alicia LaChap,lle
Gia Landry
'
Meredith Lane
Yzette Lanier
Kesha Larkins
Henry Laryea
Kerrie Lashley
Nicholle Leary

.; :

T( ::ii::i

Maritza Nelson
Deshawn Nelson
Melanie Nesbitt
Jasmine Neville
Vala Nganda
Monique Nichols
Rose Njiraini
Leeanet Noble
Sherise Noel
Uchechukwu Nwarnara
Rosemary Odinga
Marianna Ofosu
Brandon Ogbunugafor
Malika Oglesby
Ademola Ogunseye
Ngozi Okeke
Patricia Okolie
Onyeka Okonkwo
Ganiyat Oladapo
Saidat Oladele
Folasona Olorunsola
Oge Onwudiwe
Andrew Othieno
Robtel Pailey
Denise Parks
Carla Parks
Travis Parson
Sherine Patterson
Ebony Patterson
David Peavy Jr
Akelah Pemberton
Patrice Pereira-Adore
Assata Perkins
Redahlia Person

Shweta Ramsahai
Geoffrey Ray
Chinelo Ray
Jenese Reid
Victoria Reyes
Charles Reynolds
Hope Rhodes
Alaisha Rhoe
James Richard
Julie Richards
Dior Richards
P~trfr~f': Richardson

Orriel Richardson
NgoziMonu
Krissy Moore
Christopher Richardson
Keonta Moore
Edith Rickett
Ryan Ridley
Jermaun Moore
Jermar Moore
Laura Rivers
Cicely Moore
Fred Roan
Courtney Mosby
Almena Robbins
Gyasi Moscou-Jackson
Jacquetta Roberts
Tinisha Mott
Annique Roberts
Michelle Moye
. Takema Robinson
Simshindo Msola
Preston Robinson
Benin Mturne
Olivia Robinson
Ameerah Muhammad
Louquitta Robinson
Abdur Rahman
Lisa Robinson
Muhammad
Lakesha Robinson
Natalie Muir-Young
Aliya Rocker
Kadia Mullings
Natasha Rodney
William Murphy
Ife Rodney
Irene Mutaku
Dennis Rogers
Don Myles
Darlene Romious
Nicholas Ndur-Osei
Marlene Rookwood

Lesley-Ann Roper
Sheteka Ross
Dominique Rouzan
Dara Royer
Cory Royster
Arlethia Royster
Weafue Saab
Billie Saddler'
Aneesah Saleem
Nikkole Salter
Jaime Sampson
Dana Sampson
Alicia Samuels ,
Karaine Sanders
Cedric Sanders
Shiva Sandill ' I
Ana-Lucia Santds 1
Onira Satterwhite
Alicia Savage
Tiffany Scott
Ernest Scott
Chadwick Scott
Brianna Scott
Kimberly Scruggs
Christopher Serrano
Karim Shabazz
Fareeda Shabazz 1
Jeremaih Shannon,
Maya-Anjali Sharan
Kellie Shaw
Deirdre Shelton
Brittany Shelton ,
Tristan Shockley,'
Marianne Simon

April Stevenson
1
Natoya Stewart
Cecily Stewart '
Mildred Stinson
Dana Stith
I
Jonathan Stokes
Michelle Stone
Karl Straub
Ryan Summers ,
Karey Sutton ,
Honora Swain
Jeannette Swayzer
Aquiyb Sylvester
Colin Syphax '
Michanna Talley
Shaneen Tatum
Kezia Taylor '
Shakir Teal ·
Lidia Tekle '
Kristin ThelJmaque
j
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Sasha Thomas
Keasha Thomas
Katrina Thomas
Doria Thomas
Dawn Thomas
Danielle Thomas
April Thomas
Tiesha Thompson
Kerel Thompson
Nicole Thorpe
Asia Tinnnons
Chantaline Todman
Kia Tollett
Kymberlee Towns
Noelle Trent
Tiffany Trice
LeNita Trotter
Andrew Tucker
Tiffany Turner
Ashley Turner
John Turner III
Cameron Tyler
Benjamin Tyree
Cynthia Vance-Harris
Paul Vaughan .
Chanel Vestal
Ayesha Vickers
Tryphena Wade
Shomari Wade
Nadia Wade
Michelle Walcott
Shanee Walker
Khalfani Walker
Nairna Wallace

Felicia Winborne
Michael Winfield
Robyn Wood
Melba Wood
Kamillah Wood
Ivistinza Woodard
Bria~ 'N oodard
Ti:nika Woods
Fonda Woods
Ashanti Woods
Brian Woodward
Columbus Wynn
Mahogany Yancey
Madelina Young
Fransis Young
Evita Young
Brandon Young
Neda Yousefian
Yetunde Zannou
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In your honor for making the Dean's List, we invite you to
a Convocation and Reception on Thursday, February 21, 2002, 2 p.m.
Armour J. Blackburn Center Ballroom

'
'
•

'

Speaker: A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert, Provost and Chief Academic Officer

'

Congratulations on an Exemplary Academic Performance!!!
'
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Program on Tuesda1 at
ments by campus organiza- $1
Ladies Free bcfore 1I
5:00 p.m. in C-211 in the
tions for meetings, seminars

All HILLTOPICS

Saturday, February
or nonprofit are charged as
16th, 2002
individuals advertising for
I0pm til•wc ay its over
the
purpose of announcing a ser- From the Annex: Take
Bryant to J st and make a
vice, buying or seJling are
n ht
charged $5 for the first 20
words and $1 for el'ery addi- Jake 1st to St & make
a left
tional five words. Local comAll men are kreated
panies are charged $10 for
equal. Some just look
first 20 words and $2 for
better!!!
every 5 words thereafter.
Personal ads are $2 for the
This Sunday night @ club
first JO words and $1 for
Daedalus
every additional 5 words.

C.B. Po,vell Building. Come
learn about HU's student
NABJ chapter.

The Ladles of Eta Delta Chapter
Tau Beta Sigma, National Honorary Band Sorority, Inc.
celebrate Founder 's Week: February I 7th-23rd 2002.
all are welcome to join in on the
activities;
Sunday- Call to Chapel
Mondy-PoetryClpber
Tuesday-Women in Music Discussion
\Vednesday-lnner and Outer
Beauty Worksop
Thursday-Karaoke Night
Friday-Chapter Recital
Saturday-Sisters Day at the Game
Spring Break with STS, Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Promote trips
on-campus earn cash
and free trip.
Info/Reservation
800-648-4849
www.statravel.com

EMSL PRESENTS.....
ITS 2ND ANNUAL
ENTERTAINMENT
CONFERENCE
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 23RD
10-4:30PM IN
BLACKBURN CENTER
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT
AIXA 202-882-5759

HELP WANTED
Accounting majors needed Parttime emplo)ment
summer intern possiblities
202-277-63664

\ 'olunteers needed
Georgia A,·e
Con1n1unitv
Festi,·al
•
202-277-6364

CONCERT

PROl\lOTERS
\\'A~TED $9.00
PER HOUR
CALL
202-265-5125

Likwid Sundays
Located at 1010 Vermont
Ave
Hosted by South Side Sity,
ESBYA.W.E.

>

apart
of The Hilltop
crew.....

-Nike
Tuesda) Staff:
Thanks for your hard ,vork 1- - - - - - - - - - 1
The biggest
this ,veek. I kne,v vou all
..
THANK YOU
could do it. Let's keep it up.
ever goes out to Jamye
-Ms. M.E.
Spiller for helping me
Jon and Hug:
through this writing
The Dynamic Duo. Thank

you both for your dedication
and effort. Hug, I sa,\ your
headline. The struggle continues ...
-Jaye
Akeya:
3 pages this week? Work

block..

we will see what happens next week

--Nike

LADIES FREE ALL NITE

1--- - -

it. ...Thanks for bringing
News back to life.

For more information call
202427-4665

IF YOU MISSED THE
RI:J) PAN fY PARTY
DON 1 Ml~S 11-IE RED
LIGJn PAl{fY
SAT MARCH 2ND
The Down South Booty
Bash Hosted by
South Side Sity, YOLO
Ent&Selmo
Ladies & Gentlemen
get ready for some
DURTY SOUTH CRUNK

Chris, I couldnot
believe it was done at
10:30. .i got to put more
faith in you ..

Co11gratulatio11s
. 'To the Best Advisor

You ready???
--Nike

111

the World" 011 your
'?ligagen1e11t, he is
n,IJ, blessed to
l1ave you in his life.
We wish
11011 all the
happiness J'OUr
heart and
halld can hold
--the Hilltop

FUNK

Stay tuned for further
details.
For more information
email
YOLO_ENT @yahoo.com

Interested in writing
for The Hilltop
come to the budget
meeting ..
Tuesday at 7:00pm
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Ladies This Friday appearing Live @ DREAM

from the Show time
series "SOULFOOD"
will be hosting this ost
Valentine Celebration @
Dream
for more information
email
YOLO_Ent(a'yahoo.com
or call DREAM @
202-636-9030

A Quote to Know from
anSGRho
A man who stands for
nothing will fall for
an)1hing
Author" :t\lalcolm X

TARA, I Couldn't Find
Your Hilltopic... \Ve'll
Make it up to you next
Friday. Call Me

--DIAHANN
Dream

To everyone that is

Thanks.. especially Jon

The Grand opening &

ANNOUNCEMENT

'Ibyta Turcel 83'
in great running
condition
$600.00 obo
(202) 210-5944

IT'S NOT TOO LATEIII

\\ h11t\ IAliildrd!. Y

a Rl1B NIG~T CLUB PARTY

3 Dl) 2 ights ttt Ra111Rdft
Inn l"anta ttt\ Prnn ) 1, a11la

Q

199
220
230
290

lndudes Airfare, 7Nights Hotel,
FREE Parties, Drinks &Activities.
Over 7Syears experience!

SPECIALS!*
SAVEUPTO$100
ON SELECT TRIPS!

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
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